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Abstract

Exploring Structural Identification as a Tool for Characterization of Bridge Substructures

Qiang Mao

Insufficient information on existing bridge substructures and foundations poses 

significant challenges for structural condition evaluation and can cause significant 

uncertainties for the safety and serviceability of bridges. Characterization and condition 

evaluation of bridges substructures and foundations will not only help to decrease the 

vulnerability to natural hazards, but it could also provide opportunities for their reuse 

with considerable benefits.

In this thesis, the feasibility of leveraging structural identification techniques to 

characterize bridge substructures and foundations is studied. The challenges and 

limitations of implementing structural identification on bridge substructure 

characterization are also explored. In addition, the counter measurements for these 

challenges are also investigated.

A 3-span simply supported bridge located in Mossy, WV is used as a case study. Multi-

Reference Impact Testing is applied to this bridge with two different sensor layouts 

designed to investigate different unknowns of the bridge substructure, and to increase 

spatial information to be leveraged in the following study. Modal analysis and finite 

element model updating techniques are used to comprehend the uncertainties and 

conditions of the substructure. An updated finite element model for this structure 

provides valuable information for bridge condition assessment and proves how structural 



identification is a viable tool for the case considered. Several difficulties of implementing 

structural identification on this bridge substructure is also discussed including: (a) 

identifying substructure modes from Experimental Modal Analysis results; (b) 

identifying unknown variables with parameter coupling effect (between foundation depth 

and SSI); (c) mode pairing during automated FEM calibration process.

A physical scaled bridge model is designed and studied to provide more flexibility to 

explore the application of structural identification on the bridge substructures. The scaled 

bridge model is designed as a scaled phenomenological model considering similitude 

requirements and distortions. Three experimentation cases are designed for EMA on the 

scaled bridge model: a case where aluminum bearings are installed with bolts to connect 

superstructure and substructure, a case where rubber bearings are installed with bolts and 

a case where rubber bearings are installed with epoxy.

Based on the study on the scaled bridge model, structural identification shows the 

potential to characterize bridge substructures. The counter measurements for the major 

challenges met in the WV bridge study are explored and verified in the study for the 

scaled bridge model. In addition, recommendations for the application of structural 

identification on real bridge substructures are given based on the results presented in this 

thesis.





Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Bridges are important links of transportation infrastructure systems that affect all aspects 

of the society, from the economics growth to peoples’ daily life. The condition of bridges 

has drawn much more attention with respect to their safety and serviceability after several 

influential bridge failures.

The US national bridge inventory (NBI) database in 2018 included 616,096 bridges with 

a span greater than 20 ft (6.1m). Among them, 47,057 (7.6%) bridges have been 

considered “structurally deficient” even though FHWA has modified its classification 

criteria for bridges identified as “structurally deficient” in the 2018 data archive [1].

These bridges have been rated as being in poor or worse condition for one of the key 

items defined in accordance to “Pavement and Bridge Condition Performance Measures 

Final Rule”. 

Bridge rating is primarily affected by the condition of the superstructure even though the 

condition and capacity of the substructure heavily affect the safety of bridges, and the 

majority of bridge failures start from the degradation of the stability and integrity of

bridge substructures. In this section, the motivation of bridge substructure 

characterization is discussed from several different perspectives.

1.1.1. Unknown foundation

As of 2018, 26,310 bridges throughout the United States received a Code “U” for Item 

113 of the FHWA's Recording and Coding Guide for the Structure Inventory and 

Appraisal of the Nation's Bridges (Coding Guide) [1]. The code “U” is for bridges over 



waterways (riverine or tidal) with unknown foundations, which means that bridges lack 

enough information to be evaluated for scour vulnerability. FHWA has attempted to 

address this issue in recent years. However, according to the NBI database (Figure 1.1), it 

can be seen that the pace of resolving the unknown foundation designation in recent years 

has been relative slow. The need to obtain enough information for scour vulnerability 

analysis will be discussed in the following section. 

Figure 1.1: Number of Bridges with Unknown Foundations Coded as "U"(2013 – 2018)

There are also many bridges built over land with incomplete information on bridge 

substructure such as foundation types, depth and material, etc. The NBI database does not 

track the number of these bridges as they are considered as a low risk issue. However, 

unknown foundation still poses significant challenges for bridge management and safety, 

since it impedes condition assessment, seismic and unexpected events vulnerability study, 

etc. Therefore, it is necessary to explore and develop different technologies to extract 

unknown information of bridge substructures.
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1.1.2. Hazard Vulnerability

Ghosn [2] evaluated the safety of bridges subject to the combination of four types of 

extreme events: (1) scour, (2) earthquakes, (3) wind, and (4) ship collision. Other extreme 

hazards that may impact a bridge include but are not limited to vehicular impacts, 

exposure of bridge components to fire, ice/debris flows, and blasts. These hazards are 

often infrequent but have the potential to cause extreme structural demands [3]. Among 

all these hazards, scour and earthquakes are considered as the most influential events for 

the safety and serviceability of the bridge substructure. 

Scour is the most common cause of bridge failures in the United States [2, 4]. During the 

spring floods of 1987, 17 bridges in New York and New England were damaged or 

destroyed by flood scour action. In 1985, floods destroyed 73 bridges in Pennsylvania, 

Virginia, and West Virginia [5]. It has been estimated that 60% of all bridge failures 

result from scour and other hydraulic-related causes [6].

The bridge openings between bridge piers and abutments are narrower than the width of 

the upstream channel causing the speed of water to increase. As swiftly moving water 

passes along bridge substructures, it can remove the sediment such as sand and gravel 

from around the bridge piers or abutments and replace them with material with little or no 

bearing capacity. This process will weaken the boundary condition of the bridge 

substructure, and thus lower its stability and safety. As bridge scour progressively 

worsens, it will cause settlements or tilting of the bridge substructure, and eventually 

cause the failure of the bridge structure. Therefore, scour analysis of bridges which needs 

information like foundation type, foundation depth, scour depth etc. is critical for the 

safety of the bridge substructure.



Earthquakes are considered as another major hazard for bridge substructure safety in 

United States. About 65 percent of the nation’s highway bridges were built prior to 1970 

and can be regarded as vulnerable to moderate-to-major earthquake ground motions [7].

A survey of available statistics reveals that more than one-third of U.S. highway bridges 

may be vulnerable to damage and/or failure due to earthquakes [7].

There are two major types of bridge substructure damage due to earthquakes: 

substructure integrity loss and soil support deterioration. Earthquakes could cause shear 

failure or pile pull out to the bridge substructure which decreasing the load capacity and 

integrity of substructure. Settlement and tilting of bridge substructure could also happen 

because of soil liquefaction induced by seismic events. Soil liquefaction is often observed 

in saturated, loose sandy soils with loss of strength and stiffness caused by high stress 

introduced by earthquakes [8]. Earthquakes sometimes will also trigger landslides and 

floods, which will further jeopardize the safety of bridges. To study the vulnerability of 

bridges to seismic events, characterization of bridge substructure including substructure 

geometry, foundation depth and substructure reinforcement is necessary.

Other damage impacts including barge or ship collisions with bridges, unexpected blast 

events, alkali-silica reaction, freeze-thaw damage, corrosion of reinforcement, and 

unconstrained thermal movements could also be detrimental for the bridge capacity. 

These factors, which are not discussed herein in detail, also necessitate the 

characterization of bridge substructure.

1.1.3. Foundation Reuse

Agrawal [3] defined foundation reuse as “use of an existing foundation or substructure of 

a bridge, in whole or in part, when the existing foundation has been evaluated for new 



loads”. Foundation reuse includes the reuse of substructure components both above and 

below ground, including rehabilitation of existing substructure and foundation elements 

when the superstructure has been replaced [3].

Foundation reuse was initially introduced to existing building foundation. In 2003, a 

project called “Re-use of Foundations for Urban Sites” (RuFUS) was initialized by the 

European Union. In 2006, this project published a practice handbook about 

recommendations regarding technical guidance and challenges of foundation reuse [9].

CIRIA, a United Kingdom-based construction trade group, published an overview about 

the reuse of different types of foundation in EU [10]. The work on foundation reuse of

the United States transportation agencies started with the Foundation Characterization 

Program (FCP) created by FHWA in 2013. The following year, a report was presented as 

the result of a workshop held at the Transportation Research Board (TRB) 93rd annual 

meeting on the reuse of bridge foundations [11]. In 2017, the National Cooperative 

Highway Research Program (NCHRP) presented a report including current practices and 

guidelines for bridge foundation reuse based on the foundation reuse experience from 53 

transportation agencies from the US and Canada [12]. In 2018, FHWA published a report 

titled “Foundation Reuse for Highway Bridges” with in-depth discussion about decision 

making strategy and strengthening measures for foundation reuse [3].

Bridge substructure reuse can provide numerous economic, environmental and societal 

benefits. The direct cost savings from reuse of bridge substructure comes from planning, 

design and construction phase of a project. There could also be other economic benefits 

from decreased traffic closure time or fewer detours needed. Environmental benefits from 

substructure reuse includes smaller material/energy consumption, diminished impact on 



natural environment, less construction noise and waste generation. A reduced amount of 

closure time will bring less impact on mobility of highway systems. 

Boeckmann [12] presented a survey of over 62 transportation agencies. Economic 

considerations, accelerated construction, constructability, project schedule, 

environmental/permitting considerations, bridge repurposing, right of way constraints, 

historic preservation, emergency repairs, and utility conflicts were identified as key 

motivations for foundation reuse, as shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Survey on motivations for foundation reuse (Boeckmann 2017)

In 2013, the FHWA’s Foundation Characterization Program hosted a stakeholder 

workshop which identified four major challenges for reuse of existing bridge foundations

[13]:

1. Condition assessment: What is the structural integrity of the existing foundation?



2. Load capacity: How can capacity of the existing foundation be determined, and is it 

greater than the value from the original design?

3. Remaining service life: How much longer can the existing foundation be expected to 

maintain serviceability?

4. Design codes: How should existing foundations be considered within the context of 

established design codes and specifications, which were developed for new foundations?

To solve these challenges, characterization of bridge substructure is necessary and 

relevant techniques for it will be discussed in detail in chapter 2.

1.1.4. Change of traffic load

The last but not the least important reason for bridge substructure characterization is 

related to changes of service load and demand from the superstructure. The service load 

increase happens when bridge superstructures are upgraded (deck widening, traffic lane 

adding and deck protection layer adding). In addition, the use of higher truck loads or 

heavy mining/military equipment can also cause service load increases. As the existing

substructure has to face increased loads, its load capacity and remaining service life will 

be important for decision making.

1.2. Research Objectives and Scope

The main factors of interest for bridge substructure characterization and evaluation 

include: foundation embedded depth, foundation type, foundation material, foundation 

geometry, substructure integrity, substructure boundary condition, load bearing capacity 

of the substructure, scour vulnerability of the substructure and remaining service life of

the substructure.



Conventional coring methods and NDE approaches have been extensively studied and 

used in bridge substructure characterization [14, 15]. However, there are still many 

limitations that prevent wide application of these methods. The limitations include 

relative high cost, limits on the accessibility and application because of the factors like 

foundation depth, foundation material and foundation geometry. These limitations for 

different types of techniques will be discussed in the following chapter. In this thesis, 

structural identification (St-Id) will be discussed and examined as a viable tool for 

evaluation and characterization of bridge substructures. While this approach has been 

extensively used in characterizing bridge superstructures, very limited studies have 

considered it for substructure assessment.

Structural identification has its own advantages over other existing techniques for 

substructure assessment including non-destructive evaluation (NDE) and conventional 

approaches, and can work as a supplement for structural assessment of bridge 

substructure. First, unlike the conventional coring methods and NDE techniques, 

structural identification is an analytical model – based approach. The final product, a 

calibrated FE model can help engineers understand the mechanism of structure 

performance, and also provide comprehensive information for condition evaluation, load 

capacity and remaining life estimation of the existing bridge substructure. Second, 

structural identification can incorporate information from the results of other 

investigation methods like NDE techniques, conventional approaches and load testing 

into the analytical model, so that the calibrated model can represent the structure with 

better accuracy. Finally, the structural identification has other advantages including fast 



application, less cost on the equipment, no material constraints, less accessibility 

constraints and non-destructive. 

However, structural identification is not able to investigate all the characteristics of 

bridge substructure at high resolution. Thus in this thesis, the author will also try to 

clarify the potential challenges of structural identification on bridge substructures (shown 

in Figure 1.3), and offer recommendations on leveraging structural identification 

techniques for bridge substructure characterization and evaluation.

Figure 1.3: Challenges of Structural Identification on Bridge Substructure

Challenges of implementing structural identification on bridge substructure and 

corresponding countermeasures will be discussed. After a calibrated finite element model 

simulating the bridge (especially its substructure) is generated through structural 

identification, it can assist bridge evaluation and management, guide health monitoring of 

foundations potentially subject to scour, assess bearing conditions, allow risk assessment 

for foundation reuse and estimation of remaining service life, etc. 
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• Unconfident of existing plans
• Material Deterioration
• Location not easy to access

• Substructure-soil interaction
• Bearing simulation
• Uncertainty related to geometry

• Difficulty for static test
• Excitation (Amplitude, Frequency band)
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• Low signal to noise ratio
• Wide frequency band
• Nonlinearity
• Complex modes

• Mode Pairing for complex modes
• Modes selection (coupled system)
• Potential coupled unknown parameters
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• Difficulty of scenario analysis
• Risk analysis related to hazards 

and vulnerability



Many challenges associated with structural identification have been investigated and 

dealt with in the past decades. Most of them fall into two categories: difficulty to 

correlate observable responses to unobservable attributes and non-uniqueness. In this 

thesis, we will focus on the specific challenges while implementing structural 

identification on bridge substructure. The challenges are sorted using the framework of 

structural identification process and mostly listed in Figure 1.3. Unlike bridge 

superstructures and buildings, bridge substructures have a large portion hidden 

underground or in the water which make the inspection and sensor installation 

particularly difficult. Finite element modeling of bridge substructures requires the 

simulation of soil – substructure interaction, which remains an active area of 

investigation for structural and geotechnical engineering researchers and lacks a broadly 

accepted modelling framework. Finite element model calibration, the vital part of 

structural identification, will also accordingly suffer from this conundrum. In addition, 

the geometry characteristics and boundary conditions of the bridge substructure result in 

higher stiffness (compared to the superstructure). Consequently, a higher vibration 

frequency band is commonly observed with low signal to noise ratio for the experimental 

data extracted from vibration testing in part caused by the high damping induced by the 

soil–substructure interaction. Static measurements suffer from similar signal to noise 

ratio limitations due to the large stiffness of these structural systems. These factors render 

most static and dynamic loading testing techniques and data processing particularly 

challenging. In this thesis, the author will attempt to identify all possible challenges 

during the St-Id application on a real operating bridge and on a designed scaled model of 

the bridge, and present potential counter measurements for these challenges.



1.3. Summary and Thesis Outline

This thesis will study the viability and challenges of implementing the structural 

identification method to bridge substructure characterization and evaluation. 

Chapter 2 starts with a literature review of existing methods including conventional 

coring methods and NDE techniques. The advantage and supplementary role of structural 

identification methods are discussed. The previous development and research of 

structural identification on bridge substructure is summarized.

Chapter 3 presents the concept of experimental modal analysis (EMA). The basic theory

of structural dynamics, frequency response function, model identification methods and 

complex mode indicator function which is selected for modal properties extraction 

algorithm for MRIT results in this thesis is explained. 

Chapter 4 overviews the field application on the selected candidate bridge in West 

Virginia. The description of bridge, the process of bridge conceptualization, multi-

reference impact test design and implementation, data processing details and modal 

results are presented.

Chapter 5 introduces the finite element model updating of the case study. The details of a

priori finite element model construction, model updating methods and updating results 

are discussed.  

Chapter 6 overviews the study on the scaled phenomenological model of the WV bridge. 

The design of this scaled model, dynamic testing, experimental results and FEM 

calibration process are presented and explained. In this process, the possibility and 

challenges of implementing structural identification on bridge substructures 



characterization are investigated with more flexibility. The potential counter 

measurements are also presented to solve each specific difficulty preventing the 

successful application of structural identification on bridge substructure characterization.

Chapter 7 summarizes results, conclusion and major contributions of this thesis. The 

recommendation of implementing structural identification on the real bridges are given.  

Future work beyond this thesis is also recommended.



Chapter 2: Literature Review

The main factors of interest for bridge substructure characterization and evaluation 

include foundation embedded depth, foundation type, foundation material, foundation 

geometry, substructure integrity, substructure boundary condition, load bearing capacity 

of substructure, scour vulnerability of substructure and remaining service life of bridge 

substructure.

To evaluate these parameters, many tools and technologies have been investigated, such 

as conventional investigation methods, non-destructive evaluation (NDE), destructive 

testing, load testing, numerical modeling, geotechnical/geophysical site investigation, 

risk-based analysis, statistical procedures, etc. This section mainly discusses the 

application of conventional investigation methods, NDE techniques and structural 

identification approach.

2.1. Conventional Investigation Methods

Although all the parameters mentioned above are important, the foundation type and 

depth are the most pertinent when determining an unknown foundation. This is important 

to note because most existing methods are limited to determining the foundation depth 

only and are often hindered by the type of a foundation [16].

Conventional excavation is the most effective method to determine unknown foundation 

conditions, regardless of foundation type [17]. This method is also frequently used to 

verify the results from other foundation depth prediction approaches. However, 

excavation for foundation characterization is extremely expensive and potentially 

undermines the condition and safety of bridge substructures. Drilling and coring methods 



are also reliable methods for characterization of bridge foundation; however, the 

application is limited because of their prohibitive cost and destructive nature. The 

conventional investigation methods for bridge foundation are summarized in following 

table.

Table 2.1: Conventional Investigation Methods (Olson 1998)

METHOD Advantage Disadvantage

Excavation
Positive identification 

of foundation
Expensive, difficult, dangerous for workers

Probing Fast, inexpensive

Not positive identification of foundation, 

limited depth capacities, possible false 

indications of foundation depth in rip-rap, 

rock and gravelly soils, and boulders.

Drilling/

Coring

Fast, reliance placed 

on penetration rate 

and examination of 

cuttings to determine 

foundation depth and 

type;

No pile depth information, more effective

that probing, more expensive, traffic is 

impeded, safety of workers is a concern, 

damage to the element must be repaired, 

more expensive

Remote 

Subsurface 

Exploration

Less destructive

Expensive, time consuming, may require 

barge, multiple angled drill holes needed to 

confirm pile location and type, no pile 

depth information



2.2. NDE

Non-Destructive Evaluation methods have been researched and implemented on bridge 

foundations by many research groups. Several studies summarize and discuss NDE 

techniques for characterization and evaluation of bridge substructures [15, 18-22].

Among them, the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) 21-5

project “Determination of Unknown Subsurface Bridge Foundations” and the NCHRP 

21-5(2) project “Unknown Subsurface Bridge Foundation Testing” provide a 

comprehensive review of technical literature and implementation of NDE approaches on 

substructure characterization [15, 18]. There are two main types of methods for 

substructure characterization: surface methods and borehole methods. Surface methods 

require access to the top and/or the side of bridge substructures and include Sonic Echo 

(SE)/Impulse Response (IR)/Bending Wave Method, Ultrasonic Method, Spectral 

Analysis of Surface Waves Method. The other type of methods, borehole methods, 

usually need a borehole close to the bridge substructure to facilitate its application. These 

methods include Parallel Seismic Test Method, Borehole Sonic Test, Borehole Radar 

Method. There are also other types of methods like Induction Field Method, Ground 

Penetrating Radar, etc.

Borehole methods for subsurface methods create an upfront cost for each subsurface test 

and take time. The costs of boreholes increase with common bridge variables such as 

water and limited access. Surface methods avoid this initial issue; however, generating 

useable results with them can be more difficult as they are often dependent on access to 

bridge foundations and the type of the foundation [16]. Of these, Borehole Parallel 



Seismic and Surface Ultra-Seismic methods are found to be the most accurate and 

broadly applicable borehole and surface methods [19].

Even though there have been many successful implementations of these NDE methods on 

bridges in recent decades, these NDE techniques also have limitations in their 

applications for bridge foundation characterization. A brief discussion of these NDE 

methods is listed below:

Sonic Echo (SE)/Impulse Response (IR) [23]: The SE/IR methods were developed to test 

the integrity and depth of foundations. The input source and receivers are located on the 

top or the side of exposed part of the foundation.

Advantages: This method is very cost-effective, easy to apply and can be used for both 

deep and shallow foundations.

Disadvantages: This method can only be applied to columnar or tabular structures but is 

not as effective on heavy and complex structures. There are also several cases where not 

enough echo energy can be captured such as for steel members (high energy dissipation), 

piles length to diameter ratios over 30:1, and for soils (rock) with impedance of the 

foundation similar to that of the pile.

Bending Wave [24]: The Bending Wave (BW) test is based on the dispersion 

characteristics and echoes of bending waves traveling along very slender members like 

piles. The method uses at least two horizontal receivers on one side of an exposed pile, 

and consists of impacting the pile horizontally on the opposite side and a few feet above 

the topmost receiver.



Advantages: This method needs no access of the top surface of tested piles and works 

well with timber piles.

Disadvantages: This method needs a large area on the lateral side of the tested piles to be 

exposed. It only works on the columnar or tabular structure and has limited effect on 

more massive and complex structures. The stiffness of soil also affects the accuracy of 

this method.

Ultra-Seismic [15]: The Ultra Seismic Method was developed to mitigate the difficulties 

encountered by SE/BW for complex structures. During Ultra-seismic test, four types of 

stress waves are generated (longitudinal, torsional, surface and flexural waves).

Advantages: Less affected by the geometry of the substructure. 

Disadvantages: More access of the lateral side of substructure is needed. The stiffness of 

the soil affects the accuracy of this method. The deterioration of the substructure material 

might affect the application of this method.

Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves (SASW) [25]: The method involves determining the 

variation of surface wave velocity vs. depth in layered systems. The foundation element 

bottoms are indicated by the slower velocity of the surface wave travelling in the 

underlying soil.

Advantages: Suitable for substructure with a flat surface. 

Disadvantages: Not suitable for deep foundations. The foundation depths should be less 

than or equal to 2/3 the width of the accessible flat test surface.

Parallel Seismic (PS) [15, 26]: The method is a borehole-based method with the aid of 

using geophones and hydrophones. The depth of a foundation is typically indicated by a 



weaker and slower signal arrival below the tip of the foundation. Diffraction of wave 

energy from the foundation bottom was also found to be indicative of its depth in PS tests 

as well.

Advantages: The PS test was found to be the most accurate and widely applicable NDE 

method for determining unknown bridge foundation depths of all the tested NDE 

methods. 

Disadvantages: More expensive than surface methods. Highly variable soil velocity 

conditions complicate the data interpretation. Difficult to transfer enough energy from 

pile cap to smaller piles.

Borehole Radar [15]: The method uses a transmitter/receiver radar antenna to detect radar 

echoes from the side of the bridge substructure foundation.

Advantages: This method is rapid and also works well at detecting steel and reinforced 

concrete.

Disadvantages: The borehole radar relies on the changing dielectric constants from the 

soil/foundation boundary to determine the bottom of the foundation, and water content 

can greatly affect the results. 

Borehole Sonic [15]: this method uses compression and shear wave echoes to determine 

the depth of the foundation by noting when the arrival time of the wave changes. Two 

boreholes are drilled next to the foundation: one which has the source lowered in it and 

one which has the receiver.

Advantages: It works well for large foundations that have a surface big enough that the 

body waves can reflect.



Disadvantages: it does not work well for smaller foundations like piles and it needs two 

boreholes drilled. 

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) [27]: this method is used to determine the presence of 

reinforcement to verify the presence of footing in the foundation and anomalies in the 

concrete. It can also be used to find dimensions and depths of buried footings.

Advantages: fast application.

Disadvantages: the radar signals are affected by noise and depth of penetration and are 

restricted in clayed soil.

Induction Field (IF) [17]: this method is similar in its application to the Parallel Seismic 

method, but it employs electromagnetic waves instead of stress (sound) waves.

Advantages: not affected by background noise. It could work well to complement PS 

tests and help determine foundation type.

Disadvantages: The method does not work on timber piles or unreinforced concrete piles.

The accuracy may be affected by the existence of ferrous materials in soils.

2.3. Structural Identification 

Based on the discussion in previous sections, the application of NDE techniques is 

heavily affected by the following factors: characteristics of substructures (geometry, size, 

material, foundation type), access constraints, cost of equipment and application, 

expertise requirements. Besides that, careful management strategy still requires 

understanding the structural effect of the identified material deterioration, structural 

defects, and potential scour problems. Carefully designed field testing (including static 



and dynamic testing) and calibrated Finite Element (FE) models should also be 

considered in an in-depth substructure/foundation assessment strategy. 

Structural Identification (St-Id) leverages civil engineering heuristics and field 

experiments in conjunction with analytical modeling for reliably characterizing 

constructed systems [28]. St-Id has demonstrated several advantages which could be 

extended to bridge condition evaluation and bridge management. St-Id can be used to 

investigate the structural behavior and performance affected by identified material 

deterioration, cracks/defects and foundation settlements or rigid body rotation. A 

calibrated FE model as a product of St-Id can help bridge engineers reduce modeling 

errors, uncertainties and unreasonable assumptions in the condition evaluation of existing 

foundations. The calibrated FE model can also be used for numerical simulations which 

will assist risk analysis and bridge management. 

System identification techniques were first developed in the aerospace and automobile 

industry to verify and improve analytical models subsequently used in the simulation and 

design studies of the products. Liu and Yao [29] introduced this concept into 

civil/structural engineering as structural identification. Aktan and Farhey [30, 31]

explained definition and terminology of structural identification. The analytical, 

experimental and information tools for a successful structural identification of a 

constructed system were also discussed. Structural identification has also been used for 

damage detection and identification as more modal parameter extraction approaches and 

model updating algorithms were developed. Mottershead and Frizwell [32] presented a 

comprehensive literature survey related to finite element model updating, which has been 

used extensively for structural identification. Doebling [33, 34], Farrar  [35] and Sohn [36]



provided comprehensive reviews of technical literature dealing with the detection, 

localization and quantification of structural damage using vibration based structural 

damage identification methods and model updating methods. Hearn and Testa [37]

demonstrated modal analysis as a useful method for condition monitoring of bridges and 

other skeletal structures. Salawu [38] discussed the use of natural frequency as a 

diagnostic parameter in structural assessment procedures using dynamic vibration test. 

Jaishi and Ren [39] presented a practical and user-friendly finite element model updating 

technique for constructed systems using ambient vibration test results. Gentile [40]

presented the results of the ambient-vibration based investigations carried out to assess 

the structural conditions of a masonry bell-tower. Behmanesh and Moaveni [41] proposed 

a Hierarchical Bayesian model updating approach to estimate the inherent variability of 

structural parameters and implement probabilistic damage identification of structural 

systems. Zhang [42] proposed strain model identification by processing the dynamic 

macro strain measurement from long-gauge fiber optic strain sensors and demonstrated 

its success on a steel stringer bridge model. Noël [43] surveyed the key developments 

which arose in the field since 2006, and provided a broader perspective to nonlinear 

system identification by discussing the central role played by experimental models in the 

design cycle of engineering structures. 

2.4. St-Id on Bridge Substructure

Many studies on bridge structures tend to emphasize St-Id of bridge superstructures with 

little consideration given to bridge substructure and their foundations. Few studies 

leverage dynamic properties or response characteristics of the substructure obtained from 

field tests, small scaled model tests and numerical models to characterize and evaluate 



bridge substructure. Naggar [44] found that offshore tower's dynamic characteristics are 

greatly influenced by the foundation nonlinearity and the pile-soil interaction. Maser [45]

presented a method based on strain and rotation measurements which were used to 

compute a stiffness matrix for determining unknown foundation conditions. Olsen [46]

investigated the possibility to determine the condition and safety of the substructure and 

identify its foundation type by measuring the dynamic response characteristics of a bridge 

substructure. Samizo [47] proposed a practical method of quantitatively evaluating and 

assessing the structural integrity of bridge pier foundations in flood condition using 

natural frequencies obtained with microtremors. Briaud [16] leveraged designed 

laboratory test and two field tests to study the effect of foundation depth on modal 

properties of bridge substructure. Manos [48] linked the variation of foundation dynamic 

characteristics to structural changes as well as soil-foundation interaction. Ko and Chang 

[49] used ambient vibration measurements on scaled bridge pier specimens to estimate 

structural integrity and foundation flexibility of a bridge pier. Sextos [50] studied the 

effect of soil conditions in the system identification process and investigated the 

efficiency of advanced FE modeling in representing the superstructure–soil–foundation 

stiffness with a scaled structure of a real bridge pier.

Despite these attempts, few studies have used St-Id to identify foundation depth and 

boundary conditions of bridge substructure (foundation bottom support and soil-

substructure interaction) which are essential characteristics for condition evaluation and 

have directly considered the substructure/superstructure interaction (bearing connection 

stiffness). In this thesis, structural identification approach is applied to a selected real 



bridge and a scaled model of this bridge to comprehend its feasibility and challenges for 

bridge substructure characterization and condition assessment.



Chapter 3: Experimental Modal Analysis

Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) is a process where the inherent dynamic 

characteristics of a system including natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping 

factors are extracted from the system response information collected using experimental 

approaches. To present an overview of EMA theory and concepts, basic kowledge of 

structural dynamics, theory of the Frequency Response Function, general modal 

idenfication methods and Complex Mode Indicator Function are discussed in this chapter.

3.1. Basics of Structural Dynamics

To introduce the theory of EMA, a basic understanding of structural dynamics is needed 

to better comprehend the link between the intrinsic characteristics of a system to the 

system state information. This includes the relation between mass and stiffness 

distribution of a system and its system reponse (Frequency Response Function and 

Impulsive Response Function). 

Actual structures are always conceptualized as multiply degree of freedom (MDoF) 

systems; however, they can usually be presented as a linear combination of multiple 

linear single degree of freedom (SDoF) systems. In order to present the concepts and 

theory of structural dynamics and modal analysis, the SDoF system is first introcuced. 

The SDoF system can also help to provide physical insight into the dynamics of a 

structural system.

The mathematical representation of a single degree of freedom system can be expressed 

by the following equation (3.1)



(3.1)

Figure 3.1: Singular Degree of Freedom System

As shown in Figure 3.1, the SDoF system is composed of several idealized elements: 

mass (M), a spring of stiffness (K), a damper with damping (C). A time varying excitation 

force f(t) is applied to the mass and causes its horizontal displacement. During this 

motion, which is represented by a function of time x(t), energy is stored in the mass in the 

form of kinetic energy and in the spring in the form of potential energy. Energy is 

tranformed between these two forms of energy while the mass changes its position. While 

the excitation will input energy into the system, the damping mechanism will dissipate 

such energy.

The equation 3.1 is a second order differential equation in the time domain that provide a 

mathematical representation of the system. The Laplace representation is often used since 

it has the advantage of converting a differential equation into an algebraic quation. By 

taking the Laplace transformation of equation 3.1, and assuming all initial conditions are 

zero, the mathematical representation of the system becomes:

M

C

K

x(t)

f(t)



(3.2)

where is the Laplace domain representation of the forcing function while 

is the Laplace domain representation of the system response .

Letting , where B(s) is referred to as the system impedance, the

equation 3.2 can be rewritten as

(3.3)

By defining , the transfer function is introduced:

(3.4)

The denominator part of the equation 3.4 is referred to as the system characteristics 

equation. The roots of the characteristics equation are:

(3.5)

By defining the critical damping as the damping value that reduces the radical term in 

the characterisitcs equation to zero, that is

where is the undamped nutural frequency.

The damping ratio, , is the ratio between the actural damping and the critical 

damping. Considering that for most real structures without active damping systems, the 



damping ratio should be smaller than 1, the roots of the characteristics equation (equation 

3.5) are rewritten as:

(3.6)

The roots can also be written as:

(3.7)

where is damping factor, which has always a negative real value; is the 

damped natural frequency and .

The trasfer function in equation 3.4 can now be rewritten as

(3.8)

where is referred as pole of the transfer function. It should be noted that is always 

the complex conjugate of , .

There are two other ways to represent the transfer function, i.e. the scalar polynomial 

model and the partial fraction model, and they serve as the basis for modal parameter 

identification methods.

Specifically,

(3.9)

where , , , are polynomial coefficients, while



(3.10)

where , are residues constants.

Real structures are always better represented by multiple degrees of freedom (MDoF) 

systems. The dynamic analysis of a MDoF system is a natural extension of a SDoF 

system. The mathematical representation for MDoF system can be expressed by replacing 

the scalar displacement variables in equation 3.1 with  vectors and the mass, stiffness and 

damping scalar are replaced by matrices:

(3.11)

Some multiple degree-of-freedom (MDoF) systems can be simplified into single degree-

of-freedom systems. 

More often, the MDoF system can be broken down, on a frequency range basis, into 

frequency regions each dominated by only one degree-of-freedom (Alemang 1999). 

The transfer function can be written as a linear combination of transfer functions of 

multiple SDoF systems in the partial fraction model:

(3.12)

3.2. Frequency Response Function

Basically, the Frequency Reponse Function (FRF) is the representation of the relation 

between the input and the output of a system in the frequency domain. It is the most 

widely used approach to identify modal parameters including natural frequencies, 

damping values, mode shapes, modal mass, and modal stiffness. The accuracy of results 



from modal parameters identification methods are heavily dependent on how the 

frequency response function is computed. 

3.2.1. Frequency Response Function Formulation

Frequency Response Function is the transfer function evaluated along the frequency axis 

. Thus, the two analytical models in equation 3.8 and 3.9 become:

(3.13)

which is the Polynomial model and 

(3.14)

which represent the Partial Fraction model.

From equation 3.12, it can be noticed that the value of the FRF at a particular frequency 

is a function of residues, damping and damped modal frequencies.

The residue constants and can be obtained by multiplying both sides of equation 

3.14 by ( ) and evaluating it at  , the two residues constants are found to 

be complex conjugate pairs, noted as and . The equation 3.14 can then be rewritten 

as 

(3.15)

The damped frequency can be estimated in one of the following three ways [51]:

The frequency where the magnitude of the FRF reaches a maximum.



The frequency where the real part of the FRF crosses zero. (The phase of FRF 

crosses )

The frequency where the imaginary part of the FRF reaches a relative minima 

(or maxima).

Of these three methods, the last approach gives the most reliable results under all 

conditions.

3.2.2. Frequency Response Function Measurements

Three formulation methods can be used for the estimation of the FRF from the 

experimental data, which is comprised of response at each DOF and a single input 

measurement [52]:

• H1 Algorithm: Minimize Noise on Output

• H2 Algorithm: Minimize Noise on Input

• Hv Algorithm: Minimize Noise on Input and Output

The frequency response function can be computed directly from the definition as the ratio 

of the Fourier transforms of the output and input signals. However, better results are 

obtained in practice by computing the frequency response function as the ratio of the 

cross-spectrum between the input and output and the auto-power spectrum of the input 

(H1 Algorithm). The H1 algorithm, the most commonly used formulation for the 

frequency response function, is adopted in this work. There are also the other two 

algorithms (H2 and Hv) aiming to reduce the noise effect in other manners. The H1

algorithm [52] uses the following definitions for the Auto-power Spectra:



(3.16)

(3.17)

and the Cross-power spectra

(3.18)

(3.19)

where is the Fourier transform of the system output x; is the Fourier transform of 

system input f; is the complex conjugate of and Navg represents the number of 

averages. Then the frequency response function in the H1 algorithm form can be 

expressed as

(3.20)

The auto and cross power spectra are also leveraged to determine coherence function. 

The coherence function is defined as and is a frequency dependent, real valued 

function between 0 and 1. 



(3.21)

The coherence function indicates the degree of causality in a frequency response function. 

When coherence is equal to one at any specific frequency, it means that the measured 

output signal is caused totally by the measured input signal. According to the definitions 

of the auto-power spectrum and cross-power spectrum, the coherence function will be 

identically equal to 1 if there is no measurement noise and the system is linear. The 

minimum value of the coherence function, which occurs when the two signals are totally 

uncorrelated, is 0. Thus, the coherence function is a measure of the contamination of the 

two signals in terms of noise and nonlinear effects, with very low contamination 

indicated for values close to 1 [53].

3.2.3. Frequency Response Function Consideration

3.2.3.1. Excitation

The accuracy of the Frequency Response Function calculation relies on the measurement 

of the input and output signal to the system. The most common pieces of excitation 

equipment are instrumented hammers and shakers with controlled input signal. The 

normal excitation signals include sweep sine excitation signal, pure random excitation, 

pseudo random excitation, periodic excitation including periodic random excitation and 

simple sine signal, transient excitation including impulsive impact, burst sine signal and 

burst random excitation. The selection of the excitation technique and signal should 

consider the availability of the excitation systems, leakage minimization, signal to noise 

ratio, simplicity and time consumption of test implementation, characterization of 



nonlinearity of the system. In this thesis, the impulsive impact excitation and the 

instrumented impact hammer are selected as main excitation signal and equipment.

One of the major advantages of impact testing is that it is the simplest and fastest testing 

technique. It usually takes few repeats (for averaging purposes) for each selected location 

of the system to complete the testing. In the meantime, by taking windows to the 

input/output signals, the leakage error can be minimized. Another advantage is that the 

frequency content of the excitation to the system is always under control, and that the 

frequency range excited by the impacts is much wider than in other excitation techniques. 

Considering the dynamic characteristics and the interested frequency range of the 

structure, the suitable instrumented hammer should be selected by choosing the 

appropriate installed mass and tips with suitable hardness. Since auto power spectrums 

indicate the amount of energy of a signal as a function of frequency, it is usually used to 

determine the roll-off value associated with the impact signal. In practice, in EMA, a 

maximum roll-off of 10 to 20 dB over the frequency range is desirable for a typical input 

power spectrum [54]. A typical input power spectrum is shown in Figure 3.2. For 

instance, if an energy roll-off of 10 dB is considered, the frequency band of the impact 

can reach up to 8,000Hz.



Figure 3.2: Auto Power Spectrum of a Typical Impact

There are two major disadvantages in impact testing: low signal to noise ratio and 

vulnerability to nonlinearity of the system. To mitigate the low signal to noise ratio issue, 

the suitable instrumented hammer (weight and hammer tip) should be properly selected. 

Also, the impact locations should be selected carefully to excite sufficiently large 

response signals from the structure, and to avoid the nonlinearity effect and nodal lines at 

the same time. In addition, it should be noted that the input and output signals should not 

exceed the frequency range of the selected testing equipment (instrumented hammer and 

accelerometers) to maintain sufficient accuracy.

3.2.3.2.Window

The characteristics of an impulsive force signal and the resulting structural response 

signal make the impact testing especially susceptible to two problems: noise error and 

leakage problem. The duration of an impact is usually much smaller than the duration of 
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the recorded time history, which may cause the total energy of the noise to be high 

compared with the energy of the impact. To alleviate this, a force window is set to unity 

over the time containing the impact signal, and zero for the remaining time history which 

contains only electrical noise. To minimize the distortion effect of the transformed signal 

due to the sharp boundary of the unity square window, two steep cosine tapers are used to 

transition from unity to zero (see Figure 3.3).

Leakage refers to errors caused by deviations from the assumption that the signal is 

periodic within the sampling period. If the response signal does not decay to zero at the 

end of the time history, leakage error will occur and distort the Fourier transform. An 

exponential window is applied to the response time history so that it will decay to zero at 

the end of the time history. Since the nature of the structure’s free response is also 

exponential, the effect of the response window results into an increase of the damping of 

the structure without altering the resonance frequencies and corresponding mode shapes 

[53]. This added artificial damping can be excluded easily when calculating the damping 

factors.

Figure 3.3: Input and Output Window
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3.2.3.3.Averaging

In order to reduce the statistical variance of a measurement, it is necessary to use

averaging. The averaging of the data is performed in the frequency domain and by 

averaging the power spectrums to calculate FRF. Averaging does not reduce 

deterministic errors resulting from non-linearities, or other bias errors. Usually, at least 

five records are averaged in field testing. In the meantime, it should be noted that if too 

many averages are taken, one of the major advantages of impact testing, the test speed, is 

lost.

3.3. Modal Identification Methods

Modal identification methods usually leverage numerical techniques to separate the

contributions of individual modes of vibration in measurements such as frequency 

response functions. The concept involves estimating the individual single degree of 

freedom (SDOF) contributions to the multiple degree of freedom (MDOF) measurement.

(3.22)

where and are the number of outputs and inputs, respectively.

Once the system poles are known, equation 3.22 can be seen as linear superposition of 

individual SDOF contributions, and then the residues can be estimated.

3.3.1. Data Domain

Modal parameter identification methods can be implemented in different domains (time 

and/or frequency). The data can be generated without any input measurement, single 

measured input or multiple measured inputs. These measurements can include free-



decays, forced responses, frequency response functions (FRFs) or impulse response 

functions (IRFs). In this study, the multiple input multiple output test was employed, and 

the experimental measurement is transformed into the frequency domain and leveraged in 

the FRF format.

3.3.2. Characteristics Space

The space of all measurements within EMA is referred to as the characteristic space and 

it contains spatial and temporal information. Two axes of this space represent the spatial 

locations of the input and output measurements and the third axis represents the temporal 

information of these DOF presented in the time or frequency domains (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4: Characteristics Space [51]

Any structural testing procedure measures a subspace of the total possible data available. 

Modal parameter estimation algorithms may then use all of this subspace or may choose 



to further limit the data to a more restrictive subspace. Different modal identification 

methods use measurement data from different subspaces. The particular subspace which 

is measured and the weighting of the data within the subspace in an algorithm are the 

main differences between the various modal identification procedures which have been 

developed.

3.3.3. Model Order

The number of characteristic values (number of modal frequencies, number of roots, 

number of poles, etc.) that can be determined depends upon the size of the matrix 

coefficients involved in the model and the order of the polynomial terms in the model.

Determining the model order is related to estimating the number of modal frequencies 

that are of interest in the measured data, which can be found by counting the number of 

peaks in the frequency response function in the frequency band analyzed. For different 

problems, modal identification methods with different model orders should be selected. 

High order models are needed if the spatial (experimental input DOF-experimental output 

DOF) information is truncated to a size smaller than the number of eigenvalues in the 

measured data. Time domain algorithms are more suitable for high order models, whereas 

frequency domain models may easily become numerically unstable when high model

orders are used for broad frequency bands [54].

3.3.4. Modal Parameter Identification Methods

Rather than using a physically based mathematical model, the common characteristics of

different modal parameter estimation algorithms can be more readily identified by using a 

matrix polynomial model. To study the similarities and differences in modal parameter 



estimation algorithms, unifying concepts are derived based on the polynomial single 

input single output model of frequency response function [51]:

(3.23)

This can be rewritten as:

(3.24)

The above equation is a linear equation in terms of the unknown coefficients and .

The equation is valid at each frequency line of the measured FRF. Assuming to be 1, 

the number of unknowns is m + n + 1. The unknown coefficients can theoretically be 

determined if the frequency response function has m + n + 1 or more discrete frequencies.

Equation 3.21 can be generalized to represent the general multiple input, multiple output

case as follows:

(3.25)

Post multiplying both sides of the equation by , yields the following cross power 

spectrum model:

(3.26)

Remembering that , the multiple input multiple output FRF model is 



(3.27)

The above model, in the frequency domain, corresponds to an Auto Regressive-Moving-

Average (ARMA) model that is developed from a set of finite difference equations in the 

time domain. The general characteristic matrix polynomial model concept recognizes that 

both the time and frequency domain models generate essentially the same matrix 

polynomial models. For that reason, the Unified Matrix Polynomial Approach (UMPA) 

terminology is used to describe both domains since the ARMA terminology has been 

connected primarily with the time domain [51].

In the time domain, the ARMA model is in the form:

(3.28)

A list of most common modal parameter identification methods is given in Tables 3.1 and 

3.2 [55].

Table 3.2: Summary of Modal Parameter Estimation Algorithms

Domain Matrix Polynomial Order Coefficients

Algorithm Time Freq Zero Low High Scalar Matrix

CEA

LSCE

PTD

ITD



MRITD

ERA

SSI

PFD

SFD

MRFD

RFP Both

OP Both

CMIF

Table 3.3: Summary of Modal Parameter Estimation Acronyms

Algorithm Acronym

Complex exponential algorithm CEA

Least squared complex exponential LSCE

Polyreference Time Domain PTD

Ibrahim Time Domain ITD

Multi-Reference Ibrahim Time Domain MRITD

Eigensystem Realization Algorithm ERA

Stochastic Subspace Identification SSI

Polyreference Frequency Domain PFD

Simultaneous Frequency Domain SFD

Multi-Reference Frequency Domain MRFD



Rational Fraction Polynomial RFP

Orthogonal Polynomial OP

Complex Mode Indicator Function CMIF

The high order model is typically used for those cases where the system is undersampled 

in the spatial domain. The low order model is used for those cases where the spatial 

information is complete. In other words, the number of independent physical coordinates 

is greater than the number of desired modal frequencies. The zero-order model 

corresponds to a case where the temporal information is neglected and only the spatial 

information is used. These methods directly estimate the eigenvectors as a first step. In 

general, these methods are designed to process data at a single temporal condition 

(frequency or time). In other words, the zeroth order matrix polynomial model compared 

to the higher order matrix polynomial models is similar to the comparison between the 

SDOF and MDOF methods used historically in modal parameter estimation [51]. In this 

thesis, the modal parameter identification algorithm used is the CMIF, the only zero order 

model shown in Table 3.1, and it is discussed in the following section.

3.4. Complex Mode Indicator Function

The Complex Mode Indicator Function (CMIF) combined with Enhanced Frequency 

Response Function (eFRF) is selected here for the data post-processing. CMIF is based 

on eigenvalue decomposition (ED) or singular value decomposition (SVD) methods 

applied to multiple reference FRF measurements. The method can detect modes by 

picking the peak of ED or SVD curve plots especially for closely spaced or repeated 

modes [56]. The eigenvector or the left-side singular vector obtained from decomposition 



operation can then serve as a spatial filter to form the enhanced Frequency Response 

Function (eFRF) from the FRF matrix. The process leverages the concept of transforming 

the physical space into modal space so that one particular mode of vibration will be 

enhanced and the problem will reduce into solving a SDOF modal problem. By selecting 

eFRF results from several frequency lines around the selected peaks of CMIF, modal 

parameters such as modal frequencies, modal damping and modal scaling of a SDOF

characteristic can be obtained through least square methods. 

CMIF represents a robust data analysis approach due to following reasons [56]: 1) The 

method includes multiple reference measurement calculations and therefore it is good for 

system with highly coupled and repeated modes; 2) fewer computational modes are 

introduced, and thus it is suitable for combined structural systems which can include both 

low and high damping modes; 3) the order of polynomials in FRF for modal analysis can 

be easily increased for residual correction and error compensation; 4) data over several 

spectral lines can be encountered in the Singular Value Decomposition which decouples 

orthogonal vectors, yielding into reducing the influence of errors such as data leakage.

Given these advantages, the application of CMIF requires the spatial information to be 

complete especially for the detection of repeated modes.

3.4.1. Singular Value Decomposition

Singular Value Decomposition in the process of CMIF is a condensation procedure to 

reduce the number of equations to match the number of unknowns. The basis for this 

technique is the decomposition of a matrix into three matrices , and .

(3.29)



where  and matrices are orthogonal matrices with unit length, and called left and 

right singular vectors, respectively; while is a diagonal matrix of positive real values, 

called the singular values of matrix , and the singular values are organized in a 

descending order. Since the and matrices are unitary matrices, the magnitude 

information of matrix is contained in the singular value matrix .

The CMIF was originally defined as the eigenvalues, extracted from the normal matrix, 

which is obtained by pre-multiplying the FRF matrix by its Hermitian transpose at every 

frequency line [56]:

(3.30)

The CMIF is the plot of these eigenvalues on a log magnitude scale as a function 

of frequency. The peaks detected in the CMIF plot indicate the existence of modes and 

provide an estimate for the damped natural frequencies for each mode. Then a more 

economical approach was designed by taking the singular value decomposition of the 

FRF matrix at each spectral line:

(3.31)

It can be noted that there is a relationship between the eigenvalues of the normal matrix 

and the singular values of FRF matrix . Also, the eigenvectors are 

always real valued based upon the structure of the normal matrix, but the singular vectors 

may be complex valued, with an arbitrary complex scalar. This is not really a problem 

until the singular vectors are used to generate an enhanced frequency response function

(eFRF) and modal scaling is desired. Then, it is found that the SVD of the imaginary part 



of the FRF matrix will generate real valued singular vectors and will also offer better 

discrimination between closely spaced modes.

(3.32)

The FRF matrix presents the response (as a function of frequency) at the No measured 

points due to the Ni measured inputs. Then from equation 3.22, the FRF matrix can be 

written as:

(3.33)

where contains the modal vectors; is the modal participation matrix, and each 

column is the modal vector at the driving points that represent the 

points where both input and output are measured; is the modal scale factor for the 

model.

In terms of mode shapes and participation vectors, and are constant for a 

particular mode. Along the frequency line near a resonance, the system pole and the 

input frequency are closer, causing the FRF value to be larger. It is known that the left 

and right singular vectors, and are unity in length in the SVD formulation. The 

magnitude information of FRF matrix is stored in the singular values that at this 

frequency line results in a local maximum that can be seen in the CMIF plot (see example 

of typical CMIF in Figure 3.5). The peak singular values of the CMIF plots are possible 

pole locations of the system. The left singular vector associated with the peak singular 

vector is the approximate modal vector of the system.



Figure 3.5: A Typical CMIF Plot

3.4.2. eFRF

A virtual measurement, known as the Enhanced Frequency Response Function (eFRF), is 

used to identify the modal frequencies and scaling of a single degree-of-freedom (SDOF)

characteristic that is associated with each peak in the CMIF. The eFRF is developed 

based upon the concept of physical to modal coordinate transformation and is used to 

manipulate frequency response functions so as to enhance a particular mode of vibration. 

The left singular vectors, associated with the peaks in the CMIF, can be used as an 

estimate of the modal filter which accomplishes this. 

The generation of the eFRF for the mode s can be carried out by pre-multiplying the FRF 

matrix with left singular vector transpose , and post-multiplying it with the modified 

right singular vector . To obtain the modified right singular vector, a modal 

scaling factor is used as discussed in Catbas [54], then one obtains
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(3.34)

Where is the enhanced FRF at frequency . The degree of enhancement 

depends on the inner product of the left singular vector, [2] and the modal vectors, [ ]. If 

the modal vectors are mutually orthogonal, then the eFRF will be completely uncoupled. 

If there are some modal vectors which are not orthogonal, i.e. the shape of the modal 

vectors have similarity in their shape, then those modes will have some contribution to 

the eFRF, and other peaks will appear in the eFRF plot. Having a higher spatial 

resolution may reduce the enhancement of other similar modes. Nevertheless, the modes 

are separated with the modal filtering which enables a SDOF approach to be used to

determine for modal properties of that mode [54].

After the eFRF is obtained, it is then used in the Unified Matrix Polynomial Approach 

(UMPA) [57] to perform a least squares curve fit of the temporal domain and obtain 

damping and natural frequency estimates for each mode. The simplified UMPA model is:

(3.35)

where and are the coefficient matrices extracted using the least square method. 

Finally, the poles of the system can be determined on a mode by mode basis, and the 

modal scaling of the modal vectors can be computed.

3.5. EMA Assumptions

Experimental Modal Analysis stems from the theory of structural dynamics, which 

provide conditions and requirements for modal parameter identification. Therefore, the 



system is assumed to conform to the following four assumptions to implement 

experimental modal analysis:

• The system is linear

• The system is time invariant

• The system is observable

• The system Obeys Maxwell’s reciprocity

Firstly, the system is assumed to be linear, so the response of the structure to any 

combination of input forces is equal to the sum of the responses to each individual input 

force. Secondly, the system is assumed to be time invariant, then the modal parameters 

(natural frequencies, dampings, and mode shapes) must be independent of time or 

constant. The third assumption is that the structure is observable. This means that the 

system characteristics that are affecting the dynamics can be measured and that there are 

sufficient sensors to adequately describe the input-output characteristics of the system. 

The last assumption is that the system follows Maxwell’s reciprocity, i.e. .



Chapter 4: Overview of Dynamic Test on the Substructure of the Mossy 

Interchange Bridge 

This chapter presents a overview of implementing experimental modal analysis on a 

selected bridge – the Mossy Interchange Bridge. The description of the bridge is 

presented with information inlcuding construction year, location, traffic load and 

importance. The bridge is conceptualized for the first step of structural identification to 

provide a basis for the analytical model construction and to design dynamic testing on the 

bridge.

The Multi-Reference Impact Testing was selected as the testing approach for this bridge 

considering its convenience and applicability. Two different sensor layouts were 

designed to investigate different unknowns of the bridge substructure, and to increase 

spatical information to be leveraged in the following study. Data processing for this 

experimental modal analysis is also introduced in this chapter which is composed of two 

main parts: pre-processing and post-processing. The data quality is checked to ensure the 

reliablity and accuracy for the successive data analaysis. Data pre-processing helps 

reducing the effect of random noise and to mitigate energy leakage. In the post-

processing part, the modal identification aproach CMIF and eFRF (discussed in Chapter 

3) is leveraged to obtain modal parameters including frequencies, mode shapes and 

dampings. The difficulty of implementing EMA on this bridge substructure related to 

identifying the modes driven by the substructure part is discussed, and several potential 

solutions are also introduced.

4.1. Bridge Description



The bridge selected for the study is the Mossy Interchange Bridge located in Mossy, 

West Virginia, just off the West Virginia Turnpike (I-77). It is a simply supported 3-span, 

steel stringer bridge with a cast-in-place composite concrete deck. At the time of testing, 

the structure was posted for load (Figure 4.1b), and recorded as being structurally 

deficient [58].

Figure 4.1: Mossy Interchange Bridge: (a) Bridge; (b) Load posting; (c) SketchUp Model

The bridge spans the Paint Creek and carries local route 612. The 2013 NBI database lists 

an ADT of 2,100. The bridge is a key link connecting several local coal mines to the 

West Virginia Turnpike. Therefore, it carries considerable heavy truck traffic with mined 

material.



4.2. Bridge Conceptualization

The first step for structural identification of the bridge and its substructure is the 

conceptualization. This step forms the basis of structural identification by guiding the a-

priori analytical model construction and identifying uncertainties of the structure. To 

conceptualize the structure, collecting all relevant documentation prior and during field 

visit is necessary. In the field visits, visual inspection, detailed measuring, imaging and 

preliminary testing are performed. The relevant collected documents typically include 

original design drawings, as built drawings, inspection reports, structural rehabilitation 

plans, and documentation on accident history, typical vehicular usage and other 

significant past events if they are available. For the structural identification of bridge 

substructure, the challenge related to the conceptualization is that there are a lot of 

bridges without sufficient information and documentation as discussed in the first chapter, 

which requires further study and designed test to investigate. 

The Mossy Interchange Bridge has three non-continuous simply supported spans, which 

are composed of five steel stringers and a reinforced concrete cast in place deck. The 

center span is approximately 52 feet long with 2 rows of internal diaphragms oriented 

perpendicularly to the girders. The two external spans are only approximately 20 feet 

long and have diaphragms only at the supports. The bridge out-to-out width is 35 feet. 

The superstructure is composed of five girders spaced at 8’-1” and has zero skew. The 

center span girders are rolled sections. The interior girders use wide flange beams

W36X170 and the exterior girders use W36X150.

There are two piers and two abutments. The piers are reinforced concrete hammer head 

piers supported on strip footings. There is one row of bearings on each abutment, and two 



rows of bearings on each pier with each row supporting a different span. There are two 

types of bearings: pin bearings and rocker bearings. The shape of piers and bearings can 

be seen in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Piers and Bearings: (a) Pier 2; (b) Pier 1: (c) Rocker bearing on abutment 1; (d) 
Rocker bearing on pier 1; (e) Pin bearing on pier 2; (f) Rocker bearing on abutment 2

Experimental modal analysis was deployed on both piers, but considering the 

accessibility and boundary condition complexity of both piers, pier 2 was selected as the 

primary subject of characterization and evaluation. Pier 2 supports the center span and 

one side span with two sets of 5 steel bearings. Based on design drawings collected from 

the owner, the as built geometry of the pier is illustrated in Figure 4.3.



Figure 4.3: 3D Representation of Pier 2 and Original as Built Plan

As illustrated in the figure, the height of pier 2 above the ground is 10’7”, while the 

submerged depth is 9’10” according to as-built drawings. A reinforcement concrete strip 

footing with dimensions of 20’ (length), 3’ (depth) and 6’ (width) supports the pier.

Figure 4.4: Major Deteriorations: (a) relative movement of south span; (b) bearing 
corrosion; (c) deck shearing failure; (d) deck crack and efflorescence

(c)



During the field visits for the bridge, several major deteriorations were observed as 

shown in Figure 4.4: (a) it was noticed that both ends of the southernmost (exterior) span 

rested on rocker bearings, which may allow this exterior span to be pushed against the 

center span. It resulted in crushing and spalling of concrete at the expansion joint; (b) 

several bearings were heavily corroded, which is likely due to the failure of deck seals of 

the expansion joints. The center bearing on pier 2 was observed to have lost its 

connection to the superstructure; (c) the RC deck showed signs of “shear failure” with

concrete been punched on the top layer of reinforcement, possibly due to braking forces 

from coal trucks as they came to the stop sign at the end of the bridge; (d) the underside 

of the deck had spider web cracking and some efflorescence.

4.3. Test Design and Implementation

Multi-Reference Impact Test (MRIT) [53, 59] was the test approach selected in this study 

for experimental modal analysis. MRIT is a modal data acquisition method in which 

frequency response functions (FRF) are measured between one roving impactor and

several fixed response transducers.

MRIT combines the beneficial features of the impact testing and Multiple-Input Multiple-

Output (MIMO) testing methods. The advantages of impact testing are minimal 

equipment requirements and setup time, in-situ field testing, and testing systems while in

operation [59]. MRIT leverages multiple references and multiple outputs so that it 

provides repeated roots and can differentiate close-spaced modes. There are also several 

limitations of MRIT during implementation: 1) to obtain modal data from MRIT, several 

impacts are imposed at each reference test points for data averaging and to minimize 

random noise; 2) a specific data processing technique is needed to extract modal 



characteristics from MRIT data; 3) many reference points need to be used to produce 

sufficient spatial resolution for modal identification.

The design of the modal test on the piers is based on structure conceptualization, modal 

results of a priori finite element model (discussed in detail in the next chapter) and results 

from preliminary testing. From modal results (frequencies and mode shapes) of a priori 

FE  model, several decisions had to be made to guide the testing design: which modes 

need to be extracted (frequency band), where to measure the response to extract mode 

shapes of the modes of interest with sufficient spatial resolution (where to install sensors), 

which locations always have sufficiently large response compared to others (where to 

impact the structure). From preliminary testing, the frequency band that could be excited 

was estimated using the auto power spectrum roll-off. To excite all the modes of interest, 

the appropriate impact instrument was selected. For this test, the impacts were conducted 

using an instrumented hammer PCB 086C42, outfitted with a hard tip and the 

accelerations were measured with uniaxial accelerometers, PCB 393A-03. The data 

acquisition system shown in Figure 4.5 was built by the research group, and composed of 

National Instrument (NI) cRIO 9022 (Intelligent Real-Time Embedded Controller for 

CompactRIO), several NI 9234 modules (C Series Sound and Vibration Input Module), 

power unit and BNC cables.



Figure 4.5: Test Equipment: (a) DAQ; (b) 100ft BNC cable; (c) Accelerometer; (d) 
Instrumented hammer with different tips

For the MRIT, two instrumentation plans with different distributions of accelerometers

were designed to increase spatial resolution for the mode shapes extracted, and to 

investigate different uncertainties of the bridge substructure. The mode shapes extracted 

from both test plans would be combined and used for finite element model calibration. 

Two sensors are selected as reference sensors for mode shape combination and they are 

sensor 1, 2 in layout 1 (Figure 4.6) and sensor 19, 20 in layout 2 (Figure 4.7). The first 

sensor layout consists of 19 accelerometer uniformly distributed on the surface of Pier 2 

and is designed to comprehend the overall vibration of the pier for each mode; it is 

expected that the top two rows of sensors will help identify the condition of bearings on 

the pier top. A total of 7 locations were selected for impacts (blue dots in Figure 4.6). At 

each location, at least 5 impacts were performed for averaging purposes. 



Figure 4.6: Instrumentation Plan 1 for Pier 2

Figure 4.7: Instrumentation Plan 2 for Pier 2

The second sensor layout is meant to identify the vibration along the center line of the 

pier under each mode and to facilitate the estimation of information for the underground 

part of the pier including embedded depth and soil-pier interaction. The second 

instrumentation plan consisted of 18 accelerometers along one vertical line in the middle 

of the pier surface, as illustrated in Figure 4.7. For this layout, 7 locations were selected 

for hammer impacts (blue dots in Figure 4.7). The sensor layouts for these two 

instrumentation plans on the tested pier can be seen in Figure 4.8.



Figure 4.8: Sensor Layouts for the Two Instrumentation Plans

4.4.Data Processing

The data processing algorithm used in this study associated with MRIT is CMIF and 

eFRF. The entire data analyzing process includes two main parts: pre-processing and 

post-processing. In the pre-processing part, the raw data obtained from MRIT is cleaned, 

organized and windowed, and then it is converted from time domain data to frequency 

domain data through Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT). Based on frequency domain 

data, FRF is calculated based on the theory explained in chapter 3, and data quality check 

is also conducted through frequency band check, coherence check and reciprocity check. 

In the post-processing part, the CMIF and eFRF is implemented based on the FRF matrix 

obtained from the data pre-processing stage. The whole data processing procedure can be 

seen in the following flowchart (Figure 4.9).



Figure 4.9: Data Processing Flowchart

4.4.1. Data Pre-processing

Signal aliasing occurs when a periodic signal with a very high frequency is sampled at a 

rate lower than its fundamental frequency. The Nyquist frequency is the limit below 

which signal aliasing will not occur, but above which aliasing can occur. NI 9234 module 

used as data acquisition module in this research provides anti-aliasing filter which works 

to prevent aliasing. The filter significantly attenuates all signals above the stopband 

frequency, and the stopband frequency is the Nyquist frequency for the data sampling 

rate. Force and response window are applied to the raw temporal data as discussed in 

chapter 3 to minimize the effect of noise and leakage. FRF relates the Fourier transform 

of the system input to the Fourier transform of the system response. To calculate FRF 

from measured data, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is needed to convert time domain 



data to frequency domain data. The following calculation of FRF, coherence, auto-power 

spectrum of impact relies on the implementation of the FFT. A typical FFT data of input 

and output time histories is shown in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: FFT plot of typical input and output

After all the measured data are windowed and converted into frequency domain data, the 

FRF matrix can be obtained using equation 3.20 and taking averages from impact repeats. 

A typical Frequency Response Function (FRF) plot extracted from experimental data is 

shown in Figure 4.11 in terms of Phase and FRF magnitude. The bottom plot in Figure

4.11 shows also the Coherence function (orange line). This plot provides the FRF value 

for the measurement corresponding to the input at point 6 and output at point 5. The FRF 

magnitude is shown in the bottom part of the plot in the logarithmic scale. The dominant 

peaks in the FRF plot can be seen in the frequency range of 50 ~ 400Hz.
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Figure 4.11: FRF Plot: Input@6, Output@5

The coherence in the frequency range of 0~40Hz is not close to 1. Based on its definition,

the coherence function is a measure of the contamination of the two signals in terms of 

noise and nonlinear effects. The contamination is measured by the difference between 

coherence value and 1.

Based on discussion in chapter 3, phase value crossing at usually indicates potential 

modes, and these crossings can be noted more clearly in the frequency range of around 40 

~ 400Hz.

4.4.2. Data Quality Check

Before the FRF data is used to extract modal parameters, there are several variables to be 

checked including but not limited to frequency band of all the impact signals, coherence 

of all the FRF data and reciprocity of the FRF matrix as shown in the flowchart in Figure 

4.10. As discussed in section 3.3, the modes to be investigated are determined through 
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modal results of a priori FE model (will be discussed in Chapter 6) and a preliminary test. 

An appropriate impact hammer and an associated suitable tip are selected to apply the 

input to the pier to make sure all the interesting modes are excited with enough energy. 

This can be checked observing the auto-power spectrum of all the impact signals used for 

data analysis. A typical impact spectrum is shown in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12: Auto-power Spectrum of an Impact at location 3

As seen in Figure 4.12, when 10dB roll-off is considered, the frequency range of the 

impact can reach 400Hz. After checking all the impacts, 0 ~ 400Hz is selected as the 

frequency range to display FRF and CMIF plots. 

Another data quality check necessary is the coherence plot for all the FRF. As shown in 

Figure 4.11, coherence value in the frequency range 40 ~ 400Hz is close to 1 indicating 

great degree of causality between the input and output signals. However, in the frequency 

0 ~ 40Hz, the coherence value deviates from 1, meaning a larger contamination of the 

data due to noise or nonlinear effects. This phenomenon is quite common for all the 

impact/response data, which indicates that it originates from the behavior of the structure. 
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By verifying the modal results of the EMA on the deck (DeVitis 2015) and a priori FE 

model of the bridge, 0 ~ 40Hz is the frequency range in which the vibration of the bridge 

is controlled by vibration of the superstructure. In this frequency range, the superstructure 

has much larger vibrations than the piers and most kinetic energy is concentrated in the 

composite deck part of the bridge. To study the modal properties of the substructure, we 

should focus on the poles detected in the frequency range of 40 ~ 400Hz.

Inspecting the FRFs for reciprocity among symmetric locations is also needed for data 

quality check. Reciprocity between symmetric locations is used to verify that the 

structure is behaving linearly and has a symmetric stiffness matrix. Following Maxwell’s 

theory, the displacement at node i of a structure due to a unit load at node j is equivalent 

to the displacement at node j due to a unit load at node i. Figure 4.13 shows reciprocity 

check of the FRF matrix elements for nodes 6 and 10. Similar to the finding of the 

coherence plot, in the frequency range 0 ~ 40Hz, the two FRF curves do not match very 

well with each other, which means worse data quality because of noise or nonlinear effect. 

However, in the frequency range 40 ~ 400Hz, the two FRF curves show a satisfactory

reciprocity.



Figure 4.13: Reciprocity Check

4.4.3. Data Post-processing

Once the FRF matrix is constructed and checked, CMIF can be evaluated leveraging the 

SVD approach. The CMIF plot, showing the singular values extracted from the SVD,

obtained for the test performed on pier 2 is shown in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: CMIF Plot

From the CMIF plot, the potential modes are selected with a peak picking criterion and 

marked with red circles (Figure 4.14). The first marked mode is at 0Hz, and it is 

recognized as a computational mode. The last marked mode is at 400Hz and while it is 

identified by the peak picking criterion, it is also not a real mode for the pier. Several 

peaks identified in the frequency range of 1 to 40Hz are not selected as modes of interest

because after plotting the deflected shapes at these frequencies and comparing the modal 

results with superstructure testing modes, these peaks actually represent superstructure 

modes which will be discussed in the following.

One difficulty encountered when identifying substructure modes is differentiating them 

from superstructure modes, and it is one of the major challenges encountered when 

implementing experimental modal analysis on bridge substructures. Since the peaks in 

the CMIF plot include all the modes of the entire bridge, the superstructure modes have 

to be separated from the others. There are several factors considered here when selecting 
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substructure modes. The first factor considered is the Coherence function. As discussed 

before, when coherence is relatively low in a frequency range, the modes identified and 

included in this region are likely to be superstructure modes rather than being 

fundamental substructure modes. Secondly, leveraging the dynamic testing operated 

directly on the superstructure, the identified superstructure modal peak frequencies can be 

ruled out from the peaks picked in the CMIF plot. Finally, frequency analysis results 

from a-priori FE model can also help separating the mode shapes and frequencies 

associated to the superstructure and the substructure. This information facilitates the 

choice of substructure modes. Using these criteria, the mode shapes of the selected

substructure modes are shown in the Figure 4.15. The MAC value for these mode shapes 

are shown in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.15: Seven Mode Shapes Extracted from testing of pier 2
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Figure 4.16: MAC Value for Selected pier 2 Modes

The Enhanced Frequency Response Function (eFRF), is used to identify the modal 

frequencies and scaling of a single degree-of-freedom (SDOF) characteristic that is 

associated with each peak in the CMIF. The eFRF is developed based upon the concept 

of physical to modal coordinate transformation and is used to manipulate frequency 

response functions in order to enhance a particular mode of vibration. The mode shape

vectors, associated with the peaks in the CMIF, can be used as an estimate of the modal 

filter which accomplishes this. The degree of enhancement is dependent on the inner 

product of the left singular vector, [60] and the modal vectors, [ ]. If the modal vectors 

are mutually orthogonal, then the eFRF will be completely uncoupled. In Figure 4.16, 

there are several relatively large off diagonal MAC values, which means other similar 

modes may be enhanced at the same time. Having a higher spatial resolution may reduce 

this problem. 



With eFRF for each mode obtained with equation 3.34, modal parameters including 

frequency, damping and modal scaling can be obtained through a SDOF Unified Matrix 

Polynomial Approach (UMPA). A typical curve fit to solve the UMPA is shown in 

Figure 4.17. The natural frequencies and damping values for the selected modes are listed 

in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.17: Curve Fitting for Mode 1 of eFRF
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From the test performed using the second instrumentation plan, the mode shapes 

reconstructed with a vertical line of accelerometers (Figure 4.7) are also extracted. Four 

flexural modes match the frequency results from the first instrumentation plan and are 

shown in Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.18: Mode Shapes from 2nd Instrumentation Plan

Mode shape results from MRIT with the second layout are investigated to estimate the 

upper bound for the foundation depth. It is done by simply assuming no soil-substructure 

interaction existing and extrapolating the prolonged shape below the ground based on 

measured mode shape information. However, different mode shapes using this way yield 

distinct prediction and the foundation depth according to as-built plan does not fall into 

all of these predicted ranges. It shows that leveraging the mode shapes results from a
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vertical line of accelerometers to estimate the foundation depth directly can be unreliable. 

In addition, the mode shape results from the second layout testing are leveraged by 

combing them with results from the first layout testing to provide mode shapes with 

better spatial resolution for FE model calibration discussed in the next chapter.



Chapter 5: Finite Element Model Calibration for Mossy Interchange 

Bridge

This chapter first presents the details about the construction of the a priori finite element 

model of a portion of the Mossy Interchange Bridge. How a priori FE model can facilitate 

the structural identification espectially the design of the experimental modal analysis is 

discussed. The calibration of the finite element model leveraging the results of the field 

testing is also explained in several aspects including the selection of updating algorithm, 

the selection of calibration parameters, objective function construction and more pairing 

consideration. With the analytical model of the bridge calibrated, it can be levearged to 

investigate structure uncertainties and to support the characterization and evaluation of 

the bridge, with particular focus on the substructure. One of the major challenges, 

parameters coupling effect, is discussed and explained with underlying reason. Poterntial 

solution for this challenges is also presented.

5.1. A Priori Finite Element Model development

5.1.1. Considerations

The a priori finite (FE) model construction is a critical step in structural identification 

application. The success of this step relies on both a complete conceptualization of the 

structure (especially its critical behavior mechanisms) and on sound heuristics of the 

implementor. The process of conceptualization and a priori FE model construction help 

engineers have thorough and in-depth understanding of the kinetic and kinematics of the 

structures.



The main purpose of developing an a priori FE model before experimentation is to 

provide guidance in the experiment design using the predicted responses and behavior 

estimation for the structure. For instance, to design a reasonable and effective 

experimental modal analysis for structural identification, several testing parameters 

should be considered: properties of the input (input energy level, frequency range, 

excitation manners, location selection), sensing needs (measurement range, frequency 

range, resonance frequency, sensitivity, resolution, non-linearity, temperature response, 

weight), selection of data acquisition system (number of channels, samping rate, anti-

aliasing filter, data logging speed) and enviromental influence (traffic, wind, temperature). 

The constructed a priori FE model provides estimation of modal properties and 

dynamic/static reponses for different scenario analysis or sensitivity analysis to guide the 

design of the EMA. In addtion, the process of building the a priori model enables the 

model builder to understand the uncertainties of the structure under study, and then guide 

experimentation and facilitate the following steps in structural identification. Meanwhile, 

the a priori FE model is usually used as the base analytical model for the model updating 

process in structural idenfication, which needs the model to be essentially correct and 

error free.

The construction of the a priori FE model should consider its ability to simulate the

stuctural behavior, structure restraints, joints and member deformations and mechanisms 

such as composite action, continuity between spans and/or approaches, as well as soil 

structure interactions. In addition, during the modeling processing, model forms (2D or 

3D), element selection (type, order, size, etc), realization approaches (i.e. springs or 

contact pairs to model bearings and footings) should be considered. 



It should be noted that there are numerous FE models that can be constructed that are 

geometrically consistent with the structure. However, the model is not a replica of the 

structure but merely a tool used for making decisions and identifying critical mechanisms. 

It is therefore paramount that the model is constructed such that it can simulate with 

sufficient accuracy critical responses that provide information needed to achieve the 

objectives of structural identification.

5.1.2. Details of A Priori FE Model 

The preliminary a priori finite element model of Mossy Interchange Bridge is constructed 

through a FEM software package, COMSOL Multiphysics [61] (see Figure 5.1). The 

model is calibrated through Comsol Livelink [61] with Matlab [62] by minimizing the 

difference between FEM and experimental results. 

Figure 5.1: COMSOL Preliminary FE Model

This preliminary model is constructed based on the as-built plans and on site 

measurements, and consists of the selected pier 2 and the two spans directly supported by



it. The pier is modelled with cubic Lagrange solid elements, while the deck, the girder 

webs and flanges are represented by quadratic shell elements [63].

The material properties of concrete are selected based on the results from NDE tests with

ultrasonic surface wave (USW) equipment [64]. Ten locations on the pier surface were

selected for USW testing, including areas with both fairly conserved and highly 

deteriorated concrete, and for each location 3 to 5 impacts are implemented with USW 

equipment yielding an estimate of the Young’s modulus for the concrete of 27.05 MPa.

To account for the rebars in the pier, the Young’s modulus used in the FEM model 

described has been set to 30.00 MPa (roughly corresponding to an increase of 10 % w.r.t. 

the measured average value). The other properties assumed for the concrete are the 

Poisson’s ratio (0.2), the mass density (2,500 kg/m3) and the damping factor (0.05). Also,

the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the girders and the bearings (steel) have been 

assumed equal to 200 GPa and 0.3, respectively, with a mass density of 7,800 kg/m3 and 

a damping factor of 0.05. All the material properties used in the preliminary FEM is 

listed in Table 5.1.

Table 5.5: Material Properties used in FEM

Material Properties Concrete Steel

Young’s Modulus (GPa) 30 200

Poisson Ratio 0.2 0.3

Density (kg/m3) 2500 7800

Damping 0.05 0.05



The girders and deck are assumed to be rigidly connected. The two spans are supported 

by the bearings by the hammer-head pier top. The other ends of the spans are assumed to 

be simply supported. For the boundary condition of the pier and foundation, fixed 

restraints are assumed for the surface separating the bottom of the foundation and the soil. 

For the horizontal soil-pier/foundation interaction, a set of distributed springs 

perpendicular to the pier surface is defined. The bearings are modelled as restraints on the 

transversal and vertical direction, and translational springs on the longitudinal direction 

of the beams.

A mesh convergence study is carried out to ensure that an appropriate mesh refinement is 

utilized for the a priori FE model. Convergence was determined by tracking the FE 

model’s prediction of natural frequencies for each level of discretization. When the 

model predictions stabilized within an acceptable tolerance, the mesh was considered 

acceptable.

The a priori FE model is error screened by performing static analysis and modal analysis

and examining the results to ensure all results are as expected and reasonable. Deal load 

reactions and deformed shape of the structure under dead load is examined after static 

analysis to ensure that there are no disconnected and duplicated members. Modal analysis 

is also run on the preliminary FE model to check the frequencies and mode shapes to 

verify if there are any error related to material properties assignment and boundary 

condition simulation. 



5.2. Finite Element Model Calibration

5.2.1. Updating Algorithm

There are mainly three types of approaches been frequently used in various studies in the 

analytical-experimental results correlation process: direct matrix updating methods [65-

67], sensitivity-based model updating methods [67-69] and probability-based model 

updating methods [70].

Direct matrix updating methods modify stiffness and mass matrix to match the 

experimental results. However, there are several inherent drawbacks that make it less 

attractive for model updating in the structural identification of the bridge substructure: 1) 

the updated results have no physical meaning and may generate unrealistic updating 

results of stiffness and mass matrix even though the analytical and experimental results 

are fairly correlated; 2) there is no way to account for the inherent errors that occur due to 

noise or other experimental measurement errors. Probability-based model updating 

methods are exceedingly inefficient in model updating, thus this method has typically 

only been applied to highly idealized mechanistic models, but not complicated 

constructed systems. In this research, sensitivity-based model updating methods are used 

for analytical-experimental results correlation. This method modifies preselected 

variables to minimize the objective function in an iterative manner. The iteration of 

modifying unknown parameters are guided with different kind of algorithms (local or 

global) based on the results of previous iterations. 

The local searching methods require several updating processes with different carefully 

selected starting points, otherwise the objective function value might be easily trapped 

into a local minimum. In the meantime, global searching methods can avoid such kind of 



problem, however it is usually considered computational inefficient and incapable to 

refine the objective function value in a local range. In this study, a hybrid optimization 

algorithm leveraging the Genetic Algorithm [71] and the Pattern Search method [72] is 

used for model updating of the bridge model. The updating process is realized and 

operated with the Optimization Toolbox of MATLAB [62].

5.2.2. Parameters Selection

Parameters selection for the finite element (FE) model updating is driven mainly by two 

aspects: model uncertainties and investigation objectives. The uncertainties of a structure 

during modeling process comes from four parts:

1) Material properties. In many cases, information about a material used for structure 

construction may not be complete from available documents. Also, the materials

in a structure are subject to various deterioration phenomena during the life cycle

of the constructed system causing changing of the material properties.

2) Geometry. When the as-built plan is not available or sufficiently clear for 

analytical model construction, geometry variables are selected as model 

calibration parameters. For instance, the embedded depth of the foundation for the 

unknown foundation problem should be chosen as an updating parameter when 

developing the FE model. Corrosion and corresponding reduction of member’s 

thickness and cross sections losses can represent other scenarios where the 

geometry information is included as an updating parameter.

3) Boundary conditions. In most cases, the preliminary FE model uses idealized 

boundary conditions to model the supports of structures, which may cause non-

negligible errors in the FE model. For the pier model used in this research, soil-



structure interaction and foundation bottom support could be selected as updating 

parameters.

4) Inner connections. Inner connections simulation in FE modeling includes joints 

connections of adjacent members, beam-deck composite action and

superstructure-bearing-substructure connections. In this study, springs are used to 

model the connecting mechanism of bearings that link superstructure and 

substructure forming the entire bridge system (without modeling directly the 

physical bearings to avoid local modes, increased degrees of freedom and 

nonlinear contact problem).

To select appropriate updating parameters, sensitivity analysis of these parameters with 

respect to modal properties of the structure is desirable. In this study, modal properties 

(i.e. natural frequencies) are used as experimental results for model updating, thus 

selected parameters should have non-negligible effect on the modal properties. The 

sensitivity analysis relates the unknown parameters and natural frequencies of interested 

modes of the structure. A typical sensitivity analysis plot is shown in Figure 5.2.



Figure 5.2: Typical Sensitivity Analysis Plot showing variation of first flexural resonance 
frequency of the pier with respect to the spring stiffness of the soil

Nominal and updated values of the parameters are marked in the sensitivity analysis plot. 

A sensitivity study also helps to choose appropriate value ranges for the updating 

parameters. Based on sensitivity analysis of model uncertainties and investigation 

objectives, in this study, the updating parameters in the FE model updating process are 

selected as seen in Table 5.2. For convenience of the model updating, the updated 

parameters are expressed with a nominal value (which contains magnitude and unit 

information) and a multiplier (variable coefficient) which only varies in the range of [0, 

1], except for the foundation depth, which coefficient varies in the range of [0.7 , 1.3]. In 

the updating process, only the variable coefficients are updated while the nominal values 

remain constant.
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Table 5.6: Selected Updating Parameters Coefficient

Updated Parameters Variables

Foundation Depth ah

Distributed spring for soil pier interaction as

Translational spring for bearing set 1 ab1

Translational spring for bearing set 2 ab2

Translational spring for bearing set 3 ab3

Translational spring for bearing set 4 ab4

Translational spring for bearing set 5 ab5

5.2.3. Objective Function Construction

The objective function is formulated herein by adding the differences of modal properties 

extracted from experimental and analytical results. There are various approaches to 

consider the differences of modal properties. The sensitivity analysis is leveraged in this 

study to select the most appropriate objective function for the model updating process. In

this research the objective function used includes the Normalized Modal Difference 

(NMD) [73] and it is defined as [74]:

(5.1)



(5.2)

(5.3)

where and represent the analytical and experimental resonance frequencies, 

respectively, of the mode; and are the analytical and experimental mode 

shapes, respectively, of the mode; is the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) 

value [75] calculated for and and, finally, and are the weighting factors used 

in the objective function related to the frequencies and the mode shapes respectively. The 

weighting factors are selected based on the reliability of the modal parameters extracted 

from the experimental results. Considering that several modes extracted experimentally 

are in a relative high frequency band, the accuracy of their modal parameters (especially 

the mode shapes) is not sufficient to assign a large weight. As a consequence, in this 

study only the first four modes are selected for the finite element model updating.

5.2.4. Mode pairing

During the model updating process, the objective function is evaluated at each iteration 

step. The most important thing when evaluating the objective function is to make sure the 

FEM results and experimental results are compared accordingly. Usually modes are 

paired by checking the pairs of experimental and FEM results with highest MAC. 

However, there might be problems when simply using MAC as the only criteria for the 



FE model in this study. Thus, several modes filtering steps are operated before MAC 

value is evaluated for mode paring. The modes filtering accounts for the energy 

distribution in the bridge model for each modal deformed shape to choose an appropriate 

subset of model modes for mode pairing (in particular the ones with high energy content 

in the pier, rather than in the superstructure). There are also other factors considered in 

the modal results filtering to assure the mode pairing for FE model updating. 

5.2.5. Model Updating Results

As the results of model updating process, the comparison between the parameters

assumed in the preliminary finite element model and the updated parameters used in the 

calibrated finite element model is presented in the Table 5.3.

Table 5.7: Comparison of Initial and Updated Values of Updated Parameter Coefficients

Updated Parameter Coefficient Nominal Value
Initial 

value

Updated 

Value

Difference

(%)

Foundation Depth 2.22(m) 0.8 0.94 17.5

Distributed spring for soil pier 

interaction
1e10(N/m/m^2) 1 0.1293 87.07

Translational spring for bearing set 1 1e10(N/m) 1 0.0150 98.50

Translational spring for bearing set 2 1e10(N/m) 1 0.0504 94.96

Translational spring for bearing set 3 1e10(N/m) 1 8.35E-06 100

Translational spring for bearing set 4 1e10(N/m) 1 0.0922 90.78

Translational spring for bearing set 5 1e10(N/m) 1 0.0088 99.12

The difference between the frequencies and mode shapes obtained from the updated finite 

element model and estimated using the experimental modal analysis is shown in Table 

5.4.

Table 5.8: Modal Parameters Comparison Before and After Model Calibration



Natural Frequency (Hz)

Mode Shape (MAC)Initial Updated

Mode Experimental Analytical Difference (%) Analytical Difference (%) Initial Updated

1 46.64 84.64 81.48 46.67 0.06 0.9538 0.9757

2 61.48 95.77 55.77 67.55 9.87 0.6645 0.9705

3 104.8 134.95 28.77 104.8 0.00 0.9798 0.9258

4 164 189.4 15.49 161.3 1.65 0.9657 0.9618

5* 227.1 249.06 9.67 218 4.01 0.8796 0.3543

6* 250.5 256.4 2.36 248.6 0.76 0.9363 0.9525

*Not used in the calibration process

Such difference clearly decreases after model updating. Also, even though only the first 

four modes are selected for finite element model updating, the calibrated finite element 

model still yields better frequency correlation at the fifth and sixth modes, although the 

MAC value for mode 5 decreases after the model calibration.

5.3. FEM Calibration Results Discussion

In this research, leveraging COMSOL and MATLAB toolbox, the a-priori finite element 

model is calibrated with a satisfactory match between experimental modal parameters 

and FEM results. Several influential variables affecting the substructure dynamic 

behavior were updated including the pier height that was known from as built drawings. 

This parameter was used to check the quality of the updating process. The estimated 

depth of the foundation is approximately 6% shorter than the depth from as-built plan. In 

addition, while only the first 4 modes were used in the updating process, the numerical 

modal frequencies of modes 5 and 6 are very close to their experimental counterparts.



For parameters other than foundation depth been updated in this process, the spring stiffness 

used to model the soil-substructure interaction shows a large value compared to spring 

stiffness reported by other researches (Holland 2001). This indicates relative good soil 

confinement for the pier 2 of the studied bridge, although this value may not provide direct 

information for the material properties of the soil. In addition, the translational spring’s

stiffness values that simulated the longitudinal connection of the bearings were updated.

Among them, the stiffness associated to the center bearing (bearing #3, see Table 5.3) is very 

low which is consistent with the visual inspection of the supports that showed how the central 

bearing acts as a floating bearing due to its severe deterioration.

One of the major challenges in the model updating process for this bridge substructure is that 

several updating parameters are affecting the modal properties in a similar manner. The way 

one parameter influences the modal properties may vary when the other parameters are set at 

different values. For instance, the soil-substructure interaction and embedded depth of the 

foundation are both model parameters describing the underground part of the substructure. 

As shown in Figure 5.3, when the spring stiffness for the soil equals 1e9N/m3, the variance of 

the natural frequencies for mode 3 and mode 4 is very small when the foundation depth 

changes about two times; on the other hand, for spring stiffness of the soil equal to 1e6N/m3,

the foundation depth shows clear strong influence on the natural frequencies of mode 3 and 

mode 4. Considering that the spring stiffness for soil in the calibrated model is 1.293e10

N/m3, it can be concluded that the foundation depth would not be an influential parameter for 

the modal properties of the structure. Thus, even though the updated value of the foundation 

depth shows a small difference with the actual value from as-built plan, the reader should be 

warned about the small reliability of such estimated value. 



Figure 5.3: Sensitivity Analysis Plots: (a-b) mode 3 and mode 4 frequency vs. foundation 
depth for soil spring stiffness value of 1e9N/m^3; (c-d) mode 3 and mode 4 frequency vs. 

foundation depth for soil spring stiffness value of 1e6N/m^3.

The phenomenon described is named “Parameter Coupling Effect” in this thesis, and it can 

be illustrated through Figure 5.4. As seen in the figure, two coupling parameters are 

foundation depth and the stiffness of surface springs to simulate the soil-

substructure interaction. The dynamic behavior measured is the acceleration perpendicular to 

the pier surface for the exposed part of the substructure. The two coupling parameters are 

affecting the measured acceleration or subsequent modal results from these measurements in 

a coupled manner. This coupling effect can be represented by a rotational spring at the

location where the substructure crosses the ground level. It is feasible to identify the stiffness 

for the rotational spring based on the measured data; however, the calibration of the two 
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coupled parameters through structural identification might yield misleading results. Thus, to 

estimate foundation depth using structural identification method, modal results that can 

decouple the two parameters (sensitive to foundation depth but insensitive to soil stiffness at 

the same time) should be found and leveraged in the model updating process.

Figure 5.4: Illustration of Coupling Parameter Effect for Bridge Substructures

Parameters Coupling Effect:
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Chapter 6: Overview of the Study on the Scaled Model for the Mossy 

Interchange Bridge

This chapter presents an overview of the study on a scaled bridge model designed and 

tested to explore the implementation of structural identification on bridge substructures. 

The reason why the scaled bridge model is used for this study is that it facilitates 

investigating more rapidly several aspects and opportunities offered by structural 

identification. The prototype represents the center span connected by bearings to two 

piers and resembles the major features of the Mossy Interchange Bridge. After 

implementing structural identification on the Mossy Interchange Bridge, discussed in 

chapter 4 and 5, the characterization of the bridge substructure unknowns with St-Id

appeared feasible but several limitations and challenges were encountered. Modal 

properties identification presented some challenges and the FE model calibration showed 

how challenging the characterization of important characteristics such as embedded depth 

of the substructure is. The scaled bridge model was designed to find solutions to these 

problems, and to investigate alternative strategies of using structural identification to 

estimate the foundation depth, foundation substrate and to comprehend the influence of 

system coupling on the experimental modal analysis.

The physical model was designed to resembled a scaled representation of the Mossy 

Interchange Bridge and considering simitude theory and consequent distortion of 

geometry, material, inner connection and boundary conditions. Based on sensitivity 

analysis of an FE model of the pier, it was observed that the vertical compression modes 

are fairly sensitive to the foundation depth and can leveraged to solve the “Parameter 

Coupling Effect” discussed in chapter 5 (unlike the flexural modes previously used). 



Consequently, dynamic testing was designed to excite modes of the pier in all the 

directions (longitudinal, transversal and vertical directions) but with close attention to 

vertical modes. Different testing techniques were evaluated and MRIT was found able to 

excite all the interesting modes of the scaled bridge model. The MRIT was operated on 

each pier prior to the installation of the deck and on the entire bridge after the bridge 

model was fully assembled. Different material were used underneath the strip footing of 

each pier to observe the influence of foundation substrate stiffness on the modal properies 

of the bridge substructure. Different bearings and their installation methods were used to 

capture the influence of bearing condition on modal properties, and the difficulty of 

modal parameter extraction due to structure coupling betweeen deck, bearings and 

substructures. 

A priori finite element model for each pier and the entire bridge model was constructed 

and updated based on MRIT results. By calibrating the FE model, unknown parameters 

including the foundation substrate and the bearing stiffnesses were updated. The updated 

values of the parameters were consistent with the actural condition of the foundation 

bottom support and bearings stiffnesses. The calibrated FE model was also leveraged to 

study how to circumvent the coupling effect of two parameters (soil-structure interaction 

and foundation depth discussed in chapter 5). In this chapter, it was found that the 

foundation embedded depth could be estimated by leveraging the vertical compression 

mode.

6.1. Prototype Design

6.1.1. Scope and Objectives



The main purpose of the study on the scaled bridge model was to investigate the 

feasibility and challenges of implementing structural identification on bridge 

substructures, without the limitations of testing real structures. Although the application 

of structural identification on the Mossy Interchange Bridge provided some evidence that 

the structural identification could be used for characterization and evaluation of bridge 

substructures, the results discussed in chapter 5 showed the difficulty of identifying 

foundation depth, bearing conditions and foundation substrate stiffness. In addition, as 

hinted in chapter 4, the overlapping of frequency bands of deck modes and pier modes 

could complicate modal analysis and the physical model was designed to study how 

coupled systems (deck - bearings - substructures) affect the application of MRIT and 

modal parameter identification. 

In summary, the main objectives of this study were:

1) To estimate the embedded depth of the foundation using the dynamic testing and 

FEM calibration.

2) To verify whether the foundation is supported on soft substrates or on bedrock 

through dynamic testing and FEM calibration.

3) To evaluate the condition of the bearings by implementing structural 

identification.

4) To study how the coupled system (deck - bearings - substructures) complicates 

the application of MRIT and modal parameter identification.

5) To identify challenges of implementing structural identification through the study 

on the scaled bridge model.



6) To investigate the appropriate testing methods and sensing layout design to obtain 

modal properties of the scaled model.

6.1.2. Scaled Model Design 

6.1.2.1. Similitude and Distortion

Scaled models are widely used for experimental studies of large constructed systems due 

to the difficulties in the application of different testing strategies and various scenario 

analyses for parametric study on real full-scale structures. In addition, studies on scaled 

models are significantly less expensive. However, to generalize conclusions from scaled 

models, similitude theory must be considered. Since the structural identification 

investigated in this research are based on experimental modal analysis results, natural 

frequency should be the physical quantity of interest in the dimensional analysis since 

mode shapes and damping factors are both dimensionless quantities. 

Dimensional analysis is based on the Buckingham Pi Theorem [76] which states that a 

dimensionally homogeneous equation can be reduced to a functional relationship between 

a complete set of independent dimensionless products (Pi factors). The number of 

independent dimensionless products is equal to the total number of physical quantities 

involved subtracted of the number of fundamental quantities needed to describe the 

dimensions of all physical quantities. Based on the principle of dimensional analysis, all 

physical problems in science and engineering can be described quantitively by means of 

several fundamental quantities including length (L), force (F) or mass (M), time (T), 

Temperature ( ), electric charge (Q), etc. In engineering, the most common basic sets of 

quantities are force, length, time and temperature (called the system) or mass,

length, time and temperature (called the system). 



To study the lowest natural frequency of the bridge model, the governing equation can 

be described as:

(6.1)

where  , , denote the dimensions of the bridge model, the Young’s modulus and the 

density of the material used for the bridge model respectively. The lowest natural 

frequency of the bridge model can be described as:

(6.2)

Where K, a, b, c are all dimensionless coefficients. The variables in equation 6.2 are then 

represented in terms of their fundamental quantities (F, L and T).

(6.3)

For the dimensional homogeneous requirements, equation 6.3 yields

Thus, the lowest natural frequency of the bridge model can be expressed as

(6.4)

By defining scaled factor for as , then

(6.5)

Depending on the level of similarity between the prototype and scaled model, the 

similitude for the scaled model can be categorized into:



1) True. Complete similarity, all significant characteristics are reproduced.

2) Adequate. Maintains “first-order” similarity. Accurate predictions of one 

characteristics of the prototype may be made, but possibly not others. 

3) Distorted: Fails to satisfy “first-order” similarities. Design conditions are violated.

4) Dissimilar: Bears no resemblance to prototype.

For this scaled bridge model, several distortions occur because of manufacturing 

constraints, research objectives and structural behavior. Aluminum is used as the main 

material in the scaled bridge model instead of reinforcement concrete and steel, because

aluminum is considered as a isotropic homogeneous material providing better data 

quality for dynamic testing. The geometry scale factor for the scaled bridge model is 

between 1/10 and 1/12 because of thickness limitations of the aluminum members. Since 

this research is about the implementation of structural identification on bridge 

substructure, only an aluminum plate is used as the superstructure of the scaled model 

without stringers and diaphragms. Solid cubes made of neoprene or aluminum were used 

as bearings, and stainless-steel bolts connected the bearings with the deck and the pier 

caps. The confinement of soil on the substructure was not included in the scaled bridge 

model. Instead, plates of different material were used to simulate the substrate under the 

bridge foundations. Considering these distortions, the scaled model is a distorted 

phenomenological model, which still provides flexibility in investigating different 

parameters related to bridge substructures.

6.1.2.2. Geometry Design

The scaled bridge model includes only the central span of the Mossy Interchange Bridge 

with two piers and respective foundations supporting it. In this scaled bridge model, 



(a)

(b)

(c)

aluminum alloy 6061 was used as the material for deck, piers and foundations. The deck 

is 54” long, 36” wide and 1” thick. The piers are hammer-head piers, where the oblique 

faces on the bottom of the hammer head are replaced with straight horizontal faces for 

convenience of manufacturing. The thickness of the piers is uniformly 2.5”. The size of 

the foundation is . The detailed geometry can be seen in Figure 6.1 and 6.2.

Figure 6.1: 3D SketchUp model of the Scaled Bridge Model with Dimension Denoted

Figure 6.2: Plan View with Dimensions: (a) Deck; (b) Bearing; (c) Pier



6.1.2.3.Variables for the Experimental Study

The experimental study on the scaled bridge model considered three variables: (1) 

foundation bottom support; (2) connecting stiffness of bearing for deck and piers; (3) 

level of system coupling. Two plates made of aluminum (aluminum alloy 6061) and 

rubber (styrene butadiene rubber) respectively were placed between each foundation and 

the ground to simulate different substrates. Two different materials, aluminum (aluminum 

alloy 6061) and rubber (neoprene rubber), were also used to simulate the different 

bearings constraining stiffness between the deck and the piers. With different material 

and bearing installation methods, the entire bridge model showed different levels of 

structure coupling between the deck and the substructure. This allowed to comprehend 

the difficulties that structure coupling imposes on the experimental modal analysis.

6.1.2.4. Investigation on Parameters Decoupling

Based on the results and discussion in chapter 5, the estimation of foundation depth for 

the Mossy Interchange Bridge using structural identification based on flexural modes is 

not reliable. In fact, there is a conflicting influence of the foundation depth and soil-

substructure interaction (SSI) on the extracted flexural modal results from experimental 

modal analysis. The translational springs (used to simulate the SSI) that were updated 

calibrating the FE model resulted to be relative stiff minimizing the influence of 

embedded depth on the modal properties.

In this study, a preliminary FE model was leveraged to look for other modal properties 

that are not affected by the foundation depth and SSI simultaneously. The preliminary FE 

model was constructed with linear solid elements in ABAQUS. The first 9 extracted 

mode shapes are shown in Figure 6.3. The 9 modes were used to study the influence of 



foundation and SSI separately. The first study used translational springs perpendicular to 

the pier surface to simulate SSI and assumed the ground level at half the height of the 

pier. The natural frequencies of the nine modes for this model was compared to those of 

the pier model without simulating SSI, and the comparison is shown in Table 6.1. 

Figure 6.3: 9 Modes from Preliminary FE Pier Model

The second study compared the natural frequencies from the original model with the ones 

for a model with a pier height which was twice the original length. Soil springs for SSI 

were assumed having stiffness of 5e5lb/in (estimation from chapter 5, FEM calibration 

results). The comparison of the 9 modes is listed in Table 6.2.

It can be noted that the natural frequencies of the two vertical modes (mode 5 and mode 9) 

are marginally affected by the soil springs unlike other modes, while only the second 



vertical compression mode (mode 9) is clearly sensitive to the foundation depth (with soil

springs of 5e5lb/in). Therefore, this vertical compression mode satisfied the requirements 

mentioned in Chapter 5 to solve the parameter coupling effect between foundation depth 

and the soil spring stiffness. To estimate the bridge foundation depth with structural 

identification techniques, modal properties of vertical compression modes (especially the 

second vertical mode) should be extracted from a well-designed experimental modal 

analysis, and used for FEM calibration.

Table 6.9: Comparison of the Natural Frequencies for the Models with and without SSI 
simulated

Mode No Springs [Hz]
With Springs 

(5e5lb/in) [Hz]
Difference (%)

1 91.3 165.8 81.6

2 148.5 187.8 26.5

3 345.4 391.9 13.5

4 431.7 462.4 7.1

5 744.3 744.8 0

6 758.2 827.4 9.1

7 982.6 1112 13.2

8 1262 1395 10.6

9 1889 1903 4.5

Table 6.10: Comparison of the Natural Frequencies: Normal depth vs. Twice depth (with 
soil spring: 5e5lb/in)

Mode No Springs [Hz] With Springs Difference (%)



(5e5lb/in) [Hz]

1 165.8 165.7 0

2 187.8 187.8 0

3 391.9 364.1 7.1

4 462.4 462.3 0

5 744.8 725.5 2.6

6 827.4 804.8 2.7

7 1112 1112 0

8 1395 1395 0

9 1903 1476 22.4

6.2.Dynamic Testing

6.2.1. Pier Test

Before the full bridge model was assembled, preliminary testing was performed on the 

pier model to verify the feasibility of using MRIT as a testing approach for experimental 

modal analysis. The frequency band needed to extract modes of interest such as the

vertical modes, suitable testing equipment (input equipment, accelerometers, sampling 

rate, etc), and modal properties’ sensitivity to foundation bottom support were studied.

The pier was first installed directly onto the ground using four steel bolts directly and 

with a thin layer of hydrostone to assure better contact conditions between foundation 

bottom and the ground, as seen in Figure 6.4.



Figure 6.4: Pier Model and Testing Tools

By comparing the data quality obtained with impact hammer tests and with speaker 

vibration tests, MRIT is selected as the most effective testing approach for modal 

properties extraction. The PCB 086C02 instrumented impacting hammer with a plastic 

hard tip was selected as excitation and two types of accelerometers (PCB 393A03 and 

PCB 333B50) were used to record vibration responses of the pier. The data quality can be 

seen in the coherence plot of a typical FRF plot (Figure 6.5) and auto power spectrum of 

a typical impact (Figure 6.6). The coherence plot in Figure 6.5 shows great causality 

between input and output in the same frequency band. From Figure 6.6, there is only 1dB 

energy roll-off in the frequency range of 0 ~ 2000Hz. The MRIT has two sensor layouts 

(longitudinal direction and vertical direction) shown in Figure 6.7 and the mode shapes 

from the two tests are illustrated in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 respectively.



Figure 6.5: A Typical FRF Plot from Pier Test

Figure 6.6: Frequency Band of Hammer Input
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Figure 6.7: Two Sensor Layouts: (a) Longitudinal direction; (b) Vertical direction

Figure 6.8: Mode Shapes from Longitudinal Test

Figure 6.9: Mode Shapes from Vertical Test

(a) (b)
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A rubber (styrene butadiene rubber) plate was then added between the pier foundation 

and the ground and connected with four steel bolts to simulate a diminished stiffness of 

the substrate for the bridge substructure. The MRIT tests are repeated with the same 

sensor layouts shown in Figure 6.7 and allow a comparison of the natural frequencies of 

the pier model for different bottom supports. From Table 6.3, it can be noted that the first 

two modes (with dominant motion in the longitudinal direction) and all the modes with 

primary motion in vertical direction show clear change for pier models with different 

substrates.

Table 6.11: Comparison of Natural Frequencies for pier with Hydrostone and Rubber 
substrate

Longitudinal Modes Hydro Stone (Hz) Rubber (Hz) Difference (%)

1 85.94 51.17 40.5

2 145.5 120.7 17.0

3 437.1 449.2 -2.77

4 687.3 731.8 -6.47

5 986.3 1024 -3.82

6 1475 1492 -1.15

7 1717 1802 -4.95

Vertical Modes Hydro Stone (Hz) Rubber (Hz) Difference (%)

1 269 144 46.5

2 725 663 8.55

3 1806 988 45.3



6.2.2. Full Bridge Test

There were a total of three cases for the full bridge modal testing with the bearing using 

different material or different installation method: aluminum bearings installed with bolts, 

rubber bearings installed with bolts and rubber bearings bonded with epoxy. For each test 

case, two different materials (neoprene rubber and aluminum) were used as the padding 

material under the foundations of each pier. Due to the limited number of sensors 

available, the accelerometers are installed at different locations and in different directions 

on the bridge model targeting the modal properties for different part of the model as 

shown in Table 6.4. In each sensor layout design, reference sensors in other directions 

and locations are used for later mode shape stitch-up. A typical sensor installation plan is 

shown in Figure 6.11.

Figure 6.10: Full Bridge Model

Table 6.12: 7 Sensor Layouts

Sensor Layout Number Modal Testing

1 Longitudinal direction of the pier on aluminum plate

2 Vertical direction of the pier on aluminum plate



3 Lateral direction of the pier on aluminum plate

4 Vertical direction of the deck

5 Longitudinal direction of the pier on rubber plate

6 Vertical direction of the pier on rubber plate

7 Lateral direction of the pier on rubber plate

Figure 6.11: Typical Sensor Layout for Full Bridge Model Test



Figure 6.12: Sensor Installation for 7 Layouts

The 7 sensor layouts for the physical scaled bridge model with aluminum bearings 

connected with bolts is shown in Figure 6.12. A typical FRF plot can be seen in Figure 

6.13, and the coherence plot (orange line) in the figure remains close to 1 in the entire 

frequency range of 0 ~ 2000Hz indicating good data quality. CMIF plot for the test with 

sensor layout 4 is shown in Figure 6.14. The CMIF shows 27 peaks (excluding 

computational modes). This poses a great difficulty for the modal properties 

identification of the pier modes. Also, in the low frequency band the deck modes affect 

the vibration of the pier due to the strong connection provided by the aluminum bearings 

with the bolts.



Figure 6.13: A Typical FRF Plot for the Aluminum Bearings installed with Bolts

Figure 6.14: CMIF Plot for the Test with Layout 4

The mode shapes identified from different testing are shown in Figure 6.15, 6.16, 6.17, 

6.18 and 6.19. The mode shapes in Figure 6.16 and 6.19 are obtained by combing the 

modal results from two layouts using reference sensors.
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Figure 6.15: Mode Shapes from the Test with the 1st Layout

Figure 6.16: Mode Shapes from the Test with the 2nd and 3rd Layouts
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Figure 6.17: Deck mode Shapes from the Test with the 4th Layout
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Figure 6.18: Mode Shapes from the Test with the 5th Layout

Figure 6.19: Mode Shapes from the Test with the 6th and 7th Layouts

Data processing and modal results for the other two cases (rubber bearings with bolts and 

rubber bearings bonded with epoxy) are obtained similarly, thus they are not shown here. 
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The modal results for important modes for these two cases can be seen in the next section 

in the comparison tables. 

6.2.3. Discussion of the Experimental Results 

As discussed in the test design section, there are three variables and their influence on 

modal results needs to be investigated.

Different foundation substrates:

For all three testing cases, the support under the foundation of each side has different 

material. Because the rubber plate is more compliant than the aluminum plate, a thin 

layer of hydrostone is necessary to level the two piers and to install them on the deck 

using the bearings. For each case, several modes for the piers are compared. The mode 

shapes selected are shown in Figure 6.20, 6.21 and 6.22. The comparisons of the natural 

frequencies of these selected pairing modes are shown in Table 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7.



Figure 6.20: Modes Selected for Comparison (Bridge model with Aluminum Bearings and 
Bolts)

Table 6.13: Comparison of the natural frequencies for different substrates (Bridge model 
with Aluminum Bearings and Bolts)
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Figure 6.21: Modes Selected for Comparison (Bridge model with Rubber Bearings and 
Bolts)

Table 6.14: Comparison of the natural frequencies for different substrates (Bridge model 
with Rubber Bearings and Bolts)
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Figure 6.22: Modes Selected for Comparison (Bridge model with Rubber Bearings bonded 
with Epoxy)

Table 6.15: Comparison of the natural frequencies for different substrates (Bridge model 
with Rubber Bearings bonded with Epoxy)
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Longitudinal 
Modes 

Rubber 
foundation (Hz)

Aluminum 
foundation (Hz)

Difference(%)

1 39.06 79.69 104

2 81.25 139.1 71.2

3 407 414.1 1.74

4 630.5 588.3 -6.69

5 978.1 917.2 -6.64

6 1065 1029 -3.38

Vertical Modes
Rubber 

foundation (Hz)
Aluminum 

foundation (Hz)
Difference(%)

1 206.3 237.5 15.1

2 ------ 700 -----

3 828.1 1238 49.5



From Table 6.5 and 6.6, the highlighted modes (red color) including the second 

longitudinal mode (torsional mode) and all the vertical modes are clearly affected by the 

foundation substrate stiffness. It is evident that the pier with stiffer substrate material 

which means strong foundation bottom support, has higher natural frequencies. Because 

of the bolts used to rigidly connect the bearings to the deck and piers, the first mode for 

both the case with aluminum bearings and bolts and the case with rubber bearings and 

bolts is a longitudinal rigid body mode, thus the natural frequencies of the two piers are 

equal to each other. For the case with rubber bearings bonded with epoxy, the first mode 

of the two piers are not combined together, so that the natural frequency of this mode is 

influenced by the foundation support.

Different bearing conditions:

The natural frequencies for the first two cases studied (aluminum bearing and rubber 

bearings) are compared to see the influence of the bearing conditions on the modal 

properties of the piers. The results can be seen in Table 6.8 and 6.9.

Table 6.16: Comparison of the natural frequencies for Pier on Aluminum Plate Substrate

Longitudinal 
Modes 

Aluminum 
Bearings (Hz)

Rubber 
Bearings (Hz)

Difference(%)

1 35.16 25.78 26.7

2 93.75 120.3 -28.3

3 654.7 413.3 36.9

4 997.7 636.7 36.2

5 1105 978.5 11.4

Longitudinal 
Modes 

Aluminum 
Bearings (Hz)

Rubber 
Bearings (Hz)

Difference(%)

1 140.6 171.9 -22.3

2 593.8 515.6 13.2

3 1050 784.4 25.3



Table 6.17: Comparison of the natural frequencies for Pier on Rubber Substrate

The modes used for comparison are the same shown in Figure 6.20. From both tables, it 

can be seen that the selected pairing modes are significantly affected by the bearing 

stiffness. Stiffer bearings result in higher frequencies for the selected modes with the 

exception of the torsional mode and lateral mode.

Different level of system coupling:

The three cases studied in this research simulate different bearing connections for the 

bridge model. The aluminum bearings and rubber bearings installed using bolts both have 

strong connecting stiffness for the piers. Two phenomena have been noticed: the first 

mode for these two cases is a rigid body mode in the pier; there are many peaks 

indicating potential modes that appear on the CMIF plots. When the deck and piers are 

connected rigidly, the vibration of one part is affecting that of the other parts. On the 

other hand, for the rubber bearings bonded with epoxy, the deck and the piers are much 

less coupled, so that there is no combining rigid body mode, and the pier modes are much 

easier to be detected since they are less affected by the deck modes. It should also be 

Longitudinal 
Modes 

Aluminum 
Bearings (Hz)

Rubber 
Bearings (Hz)

Difference(%)

1 35.16 25.78 26.7

2 134.4 160.9 -19.7

3 721.1 415.6 42.4

4 863.3 603.1 30.1

5 1007 916.4 9.0

Longitudinal 
Modes 

Aluminum 
Bearings (Hz)

Rubber 
Bearings (Hz)

Difference(%)

1 190.6 246.9 -29.5

2 750 606.3 19.2

3 1163 1084 6.8



noted that there are even more modes detected from the rubber bearings with bolts case 

than aluminum bearings with bolts case. This is justified by the fact that the rubber 

bearings lower the frequency band for the piers causing more frequency band overlapping 

between the deck and the piers mode shapes. Therefore, to mitigate the difficulty of 

identifying substructure modes from EMA operated on the substructure, there are two 

possible solutions: (1) reducing the coupling level between the deck and piers; (2) use 

higher frequency band for structural identification.

Figure 6.23: CMIF Plots for the Three Cases: (a) Aluminum Bearings with Bolts; (b) 
Rubber Bearings with Bolts; (c) Rubber Bearings with Epoxy

Vertical Impact Implementation:

It should be noted that after the full bridge model is assembled by installing the deck on 

to the piers, there are very limited space left between the pier top and the deck to apply 

vertical impacts. In this study, several vertical impacts were applied upward on the 

bottom surface of the side parts of the pier cap. However, vertical impacts directly 

applied to the body part of the pier is still necessary to excite enough energy for vertical 

compression modes. Vertical impacts were first applied to the deck surface above the pier. 

The FRF plot from these impacts are shown in Figure 6.24b, and it can be seen that the 

data quality is very low according to the coherence plot. Then two small wedges were 

designed and built to make sure the vertical impacts can be directly applied to the pier top 
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as shown in Figure 6.24c. From the Figure 6.24d, it can be found the data quality from 

the FRF plot when the vertical impacts applied on the wedges is sufficient to provide 

reliable modal results for vertical compression modes.

Figure 6.24: Vertical Impact Implementation: (a) Elevation View of the Tested Pier; (b) 
FRF Plot When Impacting on the Deck; (c) Designed Wedges for Vertical Impacts; (d) FRF 

Plot When Impacting on the Wedges

6.3.FEM Calibration

6.3.1. A priori FE model

The a priori finite element model for the physical scaled bridge model is constructed 

through a FEM software package, COMSOL Multiphysics [61], and calibrated leveraging 

the Comsol Livelink with Matlab by minimizing the difference between FEM and 

experimental modal results. The a priori FE model of the scaled bridge is shown in Figure 

6.25. The material properties used in the FE model are listed in Table 6.10.
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Figure 6.25: A Priori FE Model for the Scaled Bridge Model

Table 6.18: Material Properties used in FEM

Material Properties Aluminum

Young’s Modulus (GPa) 68.9

Poisson Ratio 0.33

Density (kg/m3) 2700

Damping 0.05

The deck is supported by the bearings on the hammer-head pier top. The bearings are 

modelled as translational springs of all three directions to model the connection between 

the deck and piers without modeling the physical bearings to avoid local modes. Different 

translational springs for all three cartesian directions are defined for each of the three 

areas under the foundation to simulate the boundary conditions for the substructures as 

shown in Figure 6.26. The pier aluminum parts were manufactured by welding three 

separate aluminum plates. To account for imperfections in welding such thick elements, a 



thin layer with a thickness of 0.5in was defined along the welding with 1/10 of the 

young’s modulus of aluminum.

Figure 6.26: Area Divisions for the Foundation Bottom

A mesh convergence study was carried out to ensure that an appropriate mesh refinement 

was utilized for the a priori FE model. Convergence was determined by tracking the FE 

model’s prediction of natural frequencies for each level of discretization. When the 

model predictions stabilized within an acceptable tolerance, the mesh was considered 

acceptable.

The a priori FE model is error screened by performing static analysis and modal analysis

and examining the results to ensure they are all reasonable. Dead load reactions and 

deformed shape of the structure under dead load were examined after static analysis to 

ensure that there were no disconnected or duplicated members. Modal analysis was also 
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run on the preliminary FE model to check the frequencies and mode shapes and verify if 

any error related to material properties assignment and boundary condition was present. 

6.3.2. Model calibration

Table 6.19: Updating Parameters Selected for the Preliminary FEM

Updating parameters Location Springs

As1h1

Under the pier supported 

with aluminum plate

Horizontal spring for area 1

As1h2 Horizontal spring for area 2

As1h3 Horizontal spring for area 3

As1v1 Vertical spring for area 1

As1v2 Vertical spring for area 2

As1v3 Vertical spring for area 3

As1l1 Lateral spring for area 1

As1l2 Lateral spring for area 2

As1l3 Lateral spring for area 3

As2h1

Under the pier supported 

with rubber plate

Horizontal spring for area 1

As2h2 Horizontal spring for area 2

As2h3 Horizontal spring for area 3

As2v1 Vertical spring for area 1

As2v2 Vertical spring for area 2

As2v3 Vertical spring for area 3

As2l1 Lateral spring for area 1

As2l2 Lateral spring for area 2



As2l3 Lateral spring for area 3

Abh1 Bearings on the pier 

supported with aluminum 

plate

Horizontal spring

Abv1 Vertical spring

Abl1 Lateral spring

Abh2
Bearings on the pier 

supported with rubber plate

Horizontal spring

Abv2 Vertical spring

Abl2 Lateral spring

In the FEM calibration, 24 parameters were chosen for updating. These parameters cover 

the uncertainties at the foundation bottom support and at the bearings. For convenience of 

the model updating, the updated parameters were expressed with a nominal value which 

contains magnitude and unit information and a variable multiplier (coefficient shown in 

Table 6.11) updated through the FEM calibration. Modal properties of 17 modes from the 

dynamic experimentation results were used to calibrate the FE model. The updating 

algorithm in this study uses a multiplicative regularized Gauss-Newton method with trust 

region Sequential Quadratic Programming [77], and is implemented through Comsol 

Livelink with Matlab.

During the model updating process, the objective function is evaluated for each iteration 

step. The most important thing when evaluating objective function is to make sure the 

FEM results and experimental results are compared for corresponding modes. A strategy 

named mode pairing is deployed by checking the pairs of experimental and FEM results 

with highest MAC. However, there might be errors when simply using the MAC as the 

only pairing criteria for the FE model. Thus, several modes filtering steps are operated 



before MAC value is evaluated for mode pairing. The modes filtering steps leverage the 

energy distribution on the bridge deformed shape components to select an appropriate 

subset of model modes for mode pairing.

Aluminum bearings with bolts case:

The mode shapes for the selected 17 modes used for FEM calibration are shown in Figure 

6.27. After the FE model for the bridge model of aluminum bearings with bolts case is 

calibrated, the comparison of initial and updated value of the updated parameter 

coefficients is shown in Table 6.12, and the comparison of experimental results and 

calibrated COMSOL results can be seen in Table 6.13. It can be seen for the selected 17 

modes, the modal properties from the calibrated COMSOL model show decent match 

with those from experimental results.



Figure 6.27: 17 Modes Selected for FEM calibration



Table 6.20: Comparison of Initial Value and Updated Value of Updated Parameter 
Coefficient

Table 6.21:Comparison of Experimental Results and Calibrated COMSOL Results

Updated Parameters Initial Value Updated Value
'as1h1' 0.116 0.133
'as1h2' 0.156 0.0598
'as1h3' 0.145 0.2253
'as1v1' 0.580 0.5269
'as1v2' 0.947 0.9277
'as1v3' 0.587 0.5416
'as1l1' 0.372 0.3488
'as1l2' 0.367 0.432
'as1l3' 0.373 0.3541
'as2h1' 0.148 0.1532
'as2h2' 0.00756 0.02597
'as2h3' 0.25 0.1585
'as2v1' 0.659 0.5693
'as2v2' 0.914 0.9652
'as2v3' 0.668 0.5842
'as2l1' 0.0674 0.0654
'as2l2' 0.0986 0.1427
'as2l3' 0.0867 0.0737
'abh1' 0.0021 0.00111
'abv1' 0.333 0.1905
'abl1' 0.0025 0.01603
'abh2' 0.00343 0.00436
'abv2' 0.329 0.0891
'abl2' 0.00186 0.161



Rubber bearings with bolts case:

The mode shapes for the selected 17 modes used for FEM calibration for the case with 

rubber bearings and bolts are shown in Figure 6.28. After the FE model of the scaled 

bridge (assembled with rubber bearings and bolts) is calibrated, the comparison of initial 

and updated values of updated parameter coefficients is shown in Table 6.14, and the 

comparison of experimental results and calibrated COMSOL results can be seen in Table 

6.15. It can be seen for the selected 17 modes, the modal properties from the calibrated 

COMSOL model show fairly good match with those from experimental results.

Mode Mode Type
Experiment 

(Hz)
Comsol

(Hz)
Diff(%) MAC

1 Piers 35.16 33.56 4.545 0.9954
2 Rubber Pier Lateral 53.13 53.38 0.478 0.9989
3 Deck 61.72 62.60 1.419 0.9930
4 Deck 92.19 93.90 1.852 0.9984
5 Aluminum Pier Lateral 143.8 147.0 2.214 0.9986
6 Deck 160.9 160.8 0.079 0.9802
7 Rubber Pier Lateral 193.8 192.8 0.515 0.9903
8 Deck 233.6 232.3 0.536 0.9858
9 Rubber Pier Horizontal 354.7 354.7 0.003 0.7828

10 Deck 381.3 383.1 0.477 0.9753
11 Deck 407 406.4 0.142 0.9517
12 Rubber Pier Horizontal 446.1 447.4 0.287 0.7912
13 Deck 500 509.1 1.812 0.7923
14 Rubber Pier Horizontal 581.3 553.8 4.734 0.8268
15 Aluminum Pier Horizontal 654.7 657.1 0.370 0.7322
16 Aluminum Pier Horizontal 1007 1012 0.487 0.8481
17 Rubber Pier Horizontal 1105 1063 3.834 0.7045





Figure 6.28: 17 Modes Selected for FEM calibration

Table 6.22: Comparison of Initial Value and Updated Value of Updated Parameter 
Coefficient

Table 6.23: Comparison of Experimental Results and Calibrated COMSOL Results

Updated Parameters Initial Values Updated Values

as1h1 0.06 0.152

as1h2 0.067 0.123

as1h3 0.091 0.139

as1v1 0.504 0.507

as1v2 0.791 0.844

as1v3 0.511 0517

as1l1 0.33 0.335

as1l2 0.33 0.339

as1l3 0.33 0.334

as2h1 0.05 0.162

as2h2 0.17 0.112

as2h3 0.08 0.172

as2v1 0.53 0.599

as2v2 0.8 0.939

as2v3 0.53 0.645

as2l1 0.03 0.0258

as2l2 0.04 0.0179

as2l3 0.04 0.0306

abh1 0.008 0.0041

abv1 035 0.376

abl1 0.008 0.0054

abh2 0.008 0.0035

abv2 0.35 0.502

abl2 0.008 0.0066



6.3.3. Discussion on Calibration Results 

After the FEM for the scaled bridge model for the two cases was calibrated, the 

stiffness of the springs used to simulate different foundation substrates is obtained 

multiplying the updated parameter coefficients and their corresponding nominal values. 

It can be noted in Figure 6.16 and 6.17 that, for both cases, the springs used to simulate 

the aluminum plate support are always much larger than those for rubber plate support. 

This is expected and encouraging and leads to conclude that it is possible to leverage 

structural identification to identify whether the foundation is supported on 

bedrock or not.

Table 6.24: Comparison of Spring Stiffness for Different Substrates (Aluminum Bearing 
Case)

Mode # Mode Type
Exp – Freq 

(Hz)
Comsol – Freq 

(Hz)
Diff (%) MAC

1 Piers 25.78 24.97 3.14 0.9186

2 Rubber Pier Lateral 34.38 34.35 0.087 0.9741

3 Deck 42.19 42.48 0.69 0.9985

4 Deck 75 75.29 0.39 0.9971

5 Rubber Pier Horizontal 120.3 120.2 0.083 0.9342

6 Deck 143.8 143.7 0.07 0.9914

7
Aluminum Pier 

Horizontal
160.9 164.8 2.42 0.9504

8 Deck 218 216.9 0.5 0.9953

9 Aluminum Pier Lateral 250 250.1 0.04 0.9992

10 Deck 335.2 339.2 1.19 0.9443

11 Deck 372.7 365.4 1.96 0.9283

12 Rubber Pier Horizontal 413.3 425.0 2.90 0.9677

13
Aluminum Pier 

Horizontal
415.6 430.5 3.59 0.9706

14
Aluminum Pier 

Horizontal
603.1 598.8 0.71 0.9378

15 Rubber Pier Horizontal 636.7 627.9 1.38 0.9261

16
Aluminum Pier 

Horizontal
916.4 910.7 0.62 0.8991

17 Rubber Pier Horizontal 975.8 953.2 2.32 0.6497



Springs
Aluminum 

Support 
(N/m^2)

Rubber 
Support 
(N/m^2)

Horizontal spring 
for area 1

1.33E+10 6.13E+08

Horizontal spring 
for area 2

5.98E+09 1.04E+08

Horizontal spring 
for area 3

2.25E+10 6.34E+08

Vertical spring for 
area 1

5.27E+10 2.28E+09

Vertical spring for 
area 2

9.28E+10 3.86E+09

Vertical spring for 
area 3

5.42E+10 2.34E+09

Lateral spring for 
area 1

3.49E+10 2.62E+08

Lateral spring for 
area 2

4.32E+10 5.71E+08

Lateral spring for 
area 3

3.54E+10 2.95E+08

Table 6.25: Comparison of Spring Stiffness for Different Substrates (Rubber Bearing Case)

Springs
Aluminum 

Support (N/m^2)
Rubber Support 

(N/m^2)

Horizontal spring 
for area 1

1.52E+10 6.48E+08

Horizontal spring 
for area 2

1.23E+10 4.48E+08

Horizontal spring 
for area 3

1.39E+10 6.88E+08

Vertical spring for 
area 1

5.07E+10 2.40E+09

Vertical spring for 
area 2

8.44E+10 3.76E+09

Vertical spring for 
area 3

5.17E+10 2.58E+09



Lateral spring for 
area 1

3.35E+10 1.03E+08

Lateral spring for 
area 2

3.39E+10 7.16E+07

Lateral spring for 
area 3

3.34E+10 1.22E+08

6.3.4. Scenario Analysis with the Calibrated FE Model

Besides the study parameters evaluated through the described experiments on the scaled 

bridge model, how other two variables (foundation depth and SSI) affect the modal 

properties of the bridge substructure must be also investigated leveraging the calibrated 

FE model. The difficulty of identifying foundation depth due to the parameter coupling 

between the soil stiffness and foundation depth was previously mentioned in chapter 5. In 

the previous section, however, it was observed that using modal properties of the vertical 

modes could possibly address this issue.

In this section, a sensitivity analysis is run on the calibrated COMSOL model to verify 

the possibility of leveraging modal properties of vertical modes to estimate foundation 

depth. For the sensitivity analysis to SSI, the translation springs are defined perpendicular 

to the pier surface of the bottom half (assuming there is half of the pier embedded 

underground). For the sensitivity analysis to the foundation depth, 1e10N/m3 is assumed 

to be the stiffness of the soil springs simulating SSI.

Sensitivity results for the case with aluminum bearings and bolts are shown in Table 6.18 

and 6.19. There are 17 modes selected for the sensitivity analysis considering varying soil 

spring stiffness and foundation depth, as shown in Figure 6.29. From Table 6.18, it can be 

seen that all the pier modes in the longitudinal and lateral direction are sensitive to the 



stiffness of soil springs simulating SSI, while vertical modes are not affected by the soil 

springs variation. The sensitivity plot for mode 1 to the soil spring is shown in Figure 

6.30 as an example. From Table 6.19, it should be noted that both the vertical pier modes 

and the lateral modes are clearly affected by the foundation depth variation, while all the 

other modes are not. Figure 6.31 shows that the natural frequency of the second vertical 

compression mode is very sensitive to the foundation depth. Since only vertical pier 

modes are sensitive to the foundation depth, but insensitive to the soil spring stiffness, the 

vertical modes can avoid the parameter coupling effect. Thus, such vertical modes are 

very promising to be used in the structural identification of the substructure and in 

particular the foundation depth investigation.



Figure 6.29: Selected Modes for Sensitivity Analysis

Table 6.26: Sensitivity Analysis with Different Soil Stiffness

(1) (2) (3)

(4) (5) (6)

(7) (8) (9)

(10) (11) (12)

(13) (14) (15)

(16) (17)
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Figure 6.30: Sensitivity of Mode 1 frequency to the Soil Stiffness

Table 6.27: Sensitivity Analysis with Different Foundation Depth

Mode # Location Direction
Soil 

(1e7N/m3)
Soil 

(1e8N/m3)
Soil 

(1e9N/m3)
Soil 

(1e10N/m3)
Soil 

(1e11N/m3)
Soil 

(1e12N/m3)
Soil 

(1e13N/m3)
1 two piers Lonitudinal 34.09 37.53 50.13 69.69 82.92 91.1 95.2

2
Pier on 
rubber Lateral 53.59 55.31 64.58 81.95 151.9 185.1 195.3

3 deck Vertical 62.65 62.97 63.62 64.16 64.39 64.48 64.52
4 deck Vertical 93.95 94.39 97.37 108.1 91.57 92.98 93.34

5
Pier on 

aluminum
Lateral 147 147.3 149.3 161.7 190.9 208 215.8

6 deck Vertical 163.4 172.8 177.1 179.5 180.9 181.8 182.3
7 deck Vertical 232.4 232.4 232.3 232.4 232.4 232.4 232.4

8
Pier on 
rubber Vertical 284.4 284.6 285.2 285.7 286.1 287.2 288

9
Pier on 

aluminum Lonitudinal 326.1 330.6 351.1 428.3 470.4 494.8 506.5

10 deck Vertical 383.1 383.2 382.8 383.5 383.9 384.2 384.4

11
Pier on 
rubber Lonitudinal 447.9 452.9 517.3 617.6 670.6 693.9 725.5

12
Pier on 

aluminum Lonitudinal 764.2 765.8 794.1 750.7 758.6 764.1 767.6

13
Pier on 
rubber

Lonitudinal 844 846.3 868.9 935.6 945.5 949.8 951.7

14
Pier on 
rubber Lonitudinal 954.2 954.5 977.5 1016 1024 1026 1027

15
Pier on 

aluminum Lonitudinal 1012 1016 1046 1206 1277 1296 1303

16
Pier on 
rubber Lonitudinal 1063 1064 1189 1354 1414 1426 1430

17
Pier on 

aluminum Vertical 1357 1357 1357 1359 1359 1371 1384



Figure 6.31: Sensitivity Analysis of Mode 17 frequency to the foundation Depth

Mode # Location Direction 5in (Hz) 9in (Hz) 13in (Hz) 17in (Hz)

1 two piers Lonitudinal 64.55 69.69 70.25 70.21

2 Pier on rubber Lateral 77.81 81.95 86.14 88.47

3 deck Vertical 64.13 64.16 64.15 64.13
4 deck Vertical 106 108.1 113.7 120.4

5
Pier on 

aluminum Lateral 178.7 161.7 154 151.8

6 deck Vertical 179.6 179.5 179.1 178.6
7 deck Vertical 232.4 232.4 232.3 232.3

8 Pier on rubber Vertical 294.8 285.7 276.9 268.5

9
Pier on 

aluminum Lonitudinal 425.1 428.3 429.2 429.1

10 deck Vertical 382.1 383.5 383.2 383.1

11 Pier on rubber Lonitudinal 614.7 617.6 617 614

12
Pier on 

aluminum Lonitudinal 753.8 750.7 748.1 745.7

13 Pier on rubber Lonitudinal 936.3 935.6 934.3 932.2

14 Pier on rubber Lonitudinal 1017 1016 1015 1015

15
Pier on 

aluminum Lonitudinal 1213 1206 1203 1202

16 Pier on rubber Lonitudinal 1376 1354 1333 1335

17
Pier on 

aluminum Vertical 1432 1359 1215 1189
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Chapter 7: Conclusion, Recommendation and Future Work

7.1. Summary of Results

The research work presented in this thesis contributes to the characterization of bridge 

substructures in mainly three aspects: (1) investigating the feasibility of leveraging 

structural identification for the characterization of bridge substructures; (2) identifying 

the challenges and limitations of implementing structural identification techniques on 

bridge substructures; (3) exploring possible counter measurements to the St-Id challenges 

and provide guidelines for the application of bridge substructure characterization with 

structural identification. The results of this research are summarized based on the two 

studies on A) a real operating structure (Mossy Interchange Bridge) and B) a scaled 

bridge model.

7.1.1. Study on the Mossy Interchange Bridge

(1) MRIT was used as the testing technique for the experimental modal analysis of 

the Mossy Interchange Bridge. The preliminary FE model based on the 

conceptualization of the bridge helped designing the implementation of MRIT 

including testing equipment selection, sensor layout design and impact location 

selection. The data quality check for the modal results (coherence function and 

reciprocity) showed good quality and confirmed the potential of experimental 

modal analysis for substructure characterization. The modal results obtained from 

the MRIT including the natural frequencies and mode shapes of 4 selected modes 

were used to calibrate the a priori FE model of the bridge. After the FEM 

calibration was achieved with careful selection of updating parameters, updating 

algorithm and objective function, the experimental modal properties and the 



calibrated FEM counterparts matched very well, and the unknown parameters of 

the bridge substructure were updated successfully. Based on the calibration results, 

the application of the St-Id on the Mossy Interchange Bridge managed to identify 

serious deficiencies on a bearing which were confirmed by careful observation in 

the field.

(2) Different challenges and difficulties appeared in all the six steps of the structural 

identification paradigm during the application on the Mossy Interchange Bridge. 

However, three major challenges prevented the successful characterization of the 

bridge substructure, especially for the estimation of foundation depth. 1) The first 

challenge was to identify substructure modes from MRIT results. Because the 

vibrations of the superstructure and substructures are influencing each other, and 

their vibrational frequency bands overlap, it is not trivial to differentiate the 

substructure modes from the superstructure modes. The first pier mode predicted 

from the preliminary FEM results could not be extracted since it is buried in the 

frequency range for the superstructure. 2) The second challenge was to estimate 

the foundation depth and to evaluate SSI at the same time. The two unknown 

parameters are both representing the underground portion of the pier and are both 

contributing to the constraining of the substructure. Consequently they both affect 

the vibration of the exposed part of the pier at the same time. This is somehow 

similar to being able to identify the stiffness “EI” using displacement 

measurements in a cantilever beam bending test, while not being able to estimate 

“E” and “I” separately. 3) The last challenge was to pair the updating modes from 

experimental results and to the same modes estimated with FEM analyses. MAC 



as a criterion for mode shape similarity is usually widely used for mode pairing. 

However, in a coupled system as the one considered, there can be several mode 

shapes for the piers that are similar to each other which may cause inaccurate 

mode pairing. During the automated FE model updating, several modes filtering 

steps are operated before MAC value is evaluated for mode paring. The modes 

filtering steps leverage the vibrational energy distribution of the deformed shape 

components and select modes with higher energy in the superstructure.

(3) Regarding the difficulty of identifying substructure modes from MRIT, there are 

several factors considered in this study. The first factor considered is the 

Coherence function. As discussed before, when the coherence is relatively low in 

a frequency range, the modes identified and included in this region are likely to be 

superstructure modes rather than fundamental substructure modes. Secondly, 

leveraging the dynamic testing operated directly on the superstructure, the 

identified superstructure modal peak frequencies can be ruled out from the peaks 

picked in the CMIF plot. Finally, frequency analysis results from a-priori FE 

model can also help separating the mode shapes and frequencies associated to the 

superstructure and the substructure. This information facilitates the choice of 

substructure modes. To solve the parameter coupling effect and to estimate the 

foundation depth, it is necessary to leverage modal results sensitive to foundation 

depth but insensitive to SSI for FE model calibration. This solution was verified 

in the scaled bridge model study.



7.1.2. Study on the Scaled Bridge Model

(1) A physical scaled bridge model was designed and studied to provide more 

flexibility in exploring the application of structural identification on the bridge 

substructures. The scaled bridge model is designed as a phenomenological model 

considering similitude requirements and distortions. With sensitivity analysis on 

the preliminary FE model for a pier of the scaled bridge model, it is found that 

vertical compression modes are sensitive to the foundation depth, but relatively 

insensitive to the soil spring stiffness used to simulate SSI. These modes satisfy 

the requirements to solve the parameter coupling effect and can be used to 

estimate foundation depth through structural identification.

(2) Based on this finding, the EMA was designed to extract accurate modal properties 

of vertical compression modes. Before the application of structural identification 

on the assembled full bridge model, it is first tried on one of the piers of the scaled 

model. There were two different cases for the scaled pier model test. In one case, 

the pier model was fixed to the ground with a thin layer of hydrostone to fill the 

gap between the foundation bottom and the ground; while in the other case, a 

rubber plate was placed between the pier model and the ground to simulate soft 

substrate under the foundation. Different testing techniques were investigated to 

perform an effective EMA and it was found that MRIT could provide reliable 

modal results including vertical compression modes and could be implemented 

fairly rapidly. 

(3) There were three cases for the full bridge modal testing with the bearing using 

different material or different installation method: aluminum bearings installed 



with bolts, rubber bearings installed with bolts and rubber bearings bonded with 

epoxy. For each test case, two different materials (neoprene rubber and aluminum) 

were used as the padding material under the foundations of each pier. Due to the 

limited number of sensors available, the accelerometers installed at different 

locations and in different directions on the bridge model were targeting the modal 

properties for different part of the model. In each sensor layout design, reference 

sensors in other directions and locations were used for later mode shape stitch-up. 

It was also found that, to accurately extract the vertical modes of the pier, there 

should be impacts applied to the body part of the pier. It was found that vertical 

impacts on the deck cannot provide FRF measurements with sufficient data 

quality. Considering the space limitation between the deck and the pier top for 

impact implementation on the pier top, small wedges were designed and built so 

that the impacts can be applied directly to the pier top. 

(4) With experimental results being analyzed, the influence of foundation bottom 

support and bearing connecting rigidity on the modal results were investigated. 

These three experimental cases allowed to study the difficulty of identifying 

substructure modes for varying degrees of coupling between sub and 

superstructures. It was found that the difficulty of identifying substructure modes 

from EMA operated on the substructure would diminish when: 1) a reduced 

coupling level existed between the deck and the piers; 2) using higher frequency 

bands for St-Id.

(5) The calibration of the FE model of the scaled bridge successfully identified the 

spring stiffness simulating foundation support and bearing connections. Both the 



testing results and calibrated FEM showed that with stiffer foundation supports, 

the natural frequencies of several selected pier modes were higher. With stronger 

bearing connections, the natural frequencies of several selected modes also 

showed higher values. The calibrated FE model was then leveraged to investigate 

the feasibility of using vertical compression modes to identify foundation depth 

through sensitivity analysis.

7.2. Conclusion

The major findings of this research work are summarized below based on the three main 

contributions to the characterization of bridge substructures with structural identification:

(1) Structural identification (St-Id) is a subset of system identification, which has 

been adapted to mechanical (manufactured) and constructed (civil) systems. 

Structural Identification aims at developing reliable digital twins of structural 

systems through the correlation of analytical models with experimental 

observations. A calibrated digital twin can provide clear indications of possible 

vulnerabilities and performance concerns of the structure. In this manner, St-Id 

can be viewed as a tool to translate observable responses, such as accelerations, 

strains and displacements, into estimates of unobservable attributes, such as 

bearing conditions, unknown foundation depth, hazard vulnerability, etc.

The advantages of structural identification over conventional approaches and 

NDE techniques for the characterization of bridge substructure can be 

summarized as: a) structural identification is an analytical model-based method. 

The outcome of this approach can not only be used for characterization of the 

bridge substructures, but also for scenario analysis, sensitivity analysis, risk 



assessment, estimation of remaining service life, etc. b) structural identification 

can integrate the results from other approaches, including NDE investigations, to 

help design the experimentation and FE model development. c) St-Id is usually 

less expensive than several non-destructive methods and is less affected by

accessibility constraints and material constraints.

(2) Many challenges associated with structural identification have been investigated 

and dealt with in the past decades. Most of them fall into two categories: 

difficulty to correlate observable responses to unobservable attributes and non-

uniqueness. This thesis focuses on the specific challenges while implementing 

structural identification on bridge substructures. The challenges are sorted using

the framework of structural identification process and are listed in Figure 7.1.

Unlike bridge superstructures and buildings, bridge substructures have a large 

portion hidden underground or in the water which make the inspection and sensor 

installation particularly difficult. Finite element modeling of bridge substructures 

requires the simulation of soil – substructure interaction, which remains an active 

area of investigation for structural and geotechnical engineering researchers and 

lacks a broadly accepted modelling framework. Finite element model calibration, 

the vital part of structural identification, will also accordingly suffer from this 

conundrum. In addition, the geometry characteristics and boundary conditions of 

the bridge substructure result in higher stiffness (compared to the superstructure). 

Consequently, a higher vibration frequency band is commonly observed with low 

signal to noise ratio for the experimental data extracted from vibration testing in 

part caused by the high damping induced by the soil–substructure interaction. 



Static measurements suffer from similar signal to noise ratio limitations due to the 

large stiffness of these structural systems. These factors render most static and 

dynamic loading testing techniques and data processing particularly challenging. 

There are three major challenges preventing the successful characterization of 

bridge substructure with structural identification, especially for the estimation of 

foundation depth: (a) identifying substructure modes from EMA results; (b) 

identifying interesting variables with parameter coupling effect (i.e. between 

foundation depth and SSI); (c) mode pairing during automated FEM 

calibration process.

Figure 7.1: Challenges of Structural Identification on Bridge Substructure

(3) To mitigate the difficulty of identifying substructure modes from EMA operated 

on the substructure, there are few possible solutions: (1) reducing the coupling 

level between the deck and piers; (2) use a higher frequency band for structural 

identification; (3) a more rigorously designed instrumentation and testing plan 

• Missing documents
• Unconfident of existing plans
• Material Deterioration
• Location not easy to access

• Substructure-soil interaction
• Bearing simulation
• Uncertainty related to geometry

• Difficulty for static test
• Excitation (Amplitude, Frequency band)
• Data Acquisition (sampling rate)
• Large potion not accessible

• Low signal to noise ratio
• Wide frequency band
• Nonlinearity
• Complex modes

• Mode Pairing for complex modes
• Modes selection (coupled system)
• Potential coupled unknown parameters
• Insensitive parameters

• Difficulty of scenario analysis
• Risk analysis related to hazards 

and vulnerability



is needed. Several factors were considered in selecting substructure modes 

including: MAC values, coherence values, superstructure deck results and 

preliminary FEM results. 

For the parameter coupling effect, it was found some vertical compression modes 

are sensitive to the foundation depth, but relatively insensitive to the soil spring 

stiffness used to simulate SSI, thus these modes can be potentially used to 

mitigate the parameter coupling issue. Therefore, vertical compression modes for 

the pier should be investigated and leveraged when using the structural 

identification method to estimate foundation depth.

7.3. Recommendation for the Application on Real Bridges

(1) To identify the foundation depth of real bridges, modal properties of the vertical 

compression modes for the bridge substructure should be carefully extracted and 

leveraged.

(2) To excite the vertical mode of the substructure, it is ideal to have an excitation 

applied directly on the pier top surface, instead of the deck. Considering the 

limitation of the space between the piers and the deck, wedges with oblique 

surface can be designed and installed on the pier top for applying such excitation. 

(3) The frequency band of the bridge substructure modes especially the vertical 

modes are relatively high in comparison with the one of superstructure modes. 

Consequently, excitation equipment, DAQ and sampling rate have to be selected 

carefully.

(4) For model updating, the selection of modes in a relatively high frequency band,

mitigates the vibration coupling between superstructure and substructure. 



Properly designed mode filters should be developed and applied to guarantee 

pairing between model and experimental mode shapes.

(5) FEM simulation of a bridge including its substructure usually is fairly time 

consuming and the selected updating algorithm (which requires thousands of 

simulations to occur) should be computationally efficiency and robust.

7.4. Future Work

Based on the research work performed and presented herein, several research areas have 

been identified as open to and in need of future work:

(1) Extract vertical compression modes on real bridge substructures for structural 

identification.

(2) Study the feasibility and challenges of using St-Id on bridges with deep 

foundations.

(3) Use other testing techniques for experimental modal analysis on bridge 

substructures.

(4) Use conventional methods and NDE methods to verify results from structural 

identification method.

(5) Investigate the possibility of using structural identification method for scour 

detection and scour analysis.
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